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FROM OUR FOUNDING SheEO
Dear Readers,
Thank you for the phenomenal response to our first edition of “She of Change”. It is intended to
be your voice in the maritime industry with contributions from students to industry leaders. We
are all bound by our passion for the industry, an industry that is evolving and changing rapidly.
Each of us has the power to effect change and this issue is dedicated to these Change Makers amazing professionals who like you, want to make a difference.
I would like to thank two magazine interns who have worked with me this summer, Priyanka
Joshi and Sumana Mitra. More about the She of Change team - our editor Loretta and the
creative head Tenaz. These ladies inspire me and motivate me on our journey to creating a
magazine that we would all relish reading.
While we like to focus on the positive, it is also important to take stock of the current situation.
And although it has become fashionable to speak about Diversity - do people and companies
really care about diversity or do they do it for the trend?
The industry supports and applauds the successes of our own. However, many a times when it
comes to women professionals, there have been whispers of “there was nobody else to take up
the job so they promoted her” and “she just got lucky”. Women should not have to pass an
additional “test” to prove themselves.
We have come to a point where we cannot deny that our industry
lacks inclusivity. With our own internalized biases, we've chosen to
go with comfort over inclusivity. Simply put, we decide to include
people who we believe would look and think like the majority. Oh
and sometimes the token woman thrown in because after all,
appearances are everything.
Finally, I would like to leave you with a question which I had
recently read in a book and would like to hear from you - “If you
were put on trial for your commitment to diversity, would there be
enough evidence to convict you?” *
Sincerely,
Sanjam Sahi Gupta

Founder – Maritime SheEO
Happy Reading !
*The diversity training handbook
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EDITORIAL NOTE
It is with great excitement and optimism that we present the 2nd Edition of “She of Change”.
Through this digital platform, we share with you the amazing stories, photographs, thought
provoking quotes from leading shipping professionals / seafarers and original poems straight
from the heart!
The real life stories of women professionals with extra-ordinary courage, grit and determination
who have worked relentlessly and have fought adversity whether it be inequality or just plain
opposition from seniors and colleagues will surely interest you, not only because it makes a
good read but also because it creates an awareness of the many constraints faced by women on
their journey to reach their dreams. Many of these brave and fearless women have also
empowered, mentored and supported the younger generation of women seafarers.
Birgit M. Liodden, Founder & CEO (TOOL) has been featured on the cover page of “She of
Change”. She has narrated a personal account of her amazing journey and how she overcame
obstacles to reach the top of her professional career. Birgit with her tremendous achievements
and work for sustainability and diversity has today earned the respect and admiration of the
global shipping fraternity.
“She of Change” has been the brainchild of Founder Member, Sanjam Sahi Gupta, Director of
Sitara Shipping, EXco Member, WISTA, International and Member of the Executive Board of
Directors of World Maritime University, Malmo, Sweden. Sanjam has taken the initiative of
sharing these stories in the hope of eliminating unconscious bias and bringing a positive
change in the mindset of people towards women working
in the maritime industry especially at sea. She hopes that
women will be given a fair chance to occupy more space in
the shipping sector whether onshore or at sea without any
preconceptions.
The editorial team at She of Change would like to express
our sincere thanks to all our well-wishers and readers for
their words of appreciation after the release of the
inaugural edition. It is heartening to know that the
magazine inspires and motivates many of our readers and
we hope that together we can all bring about the change!
Sincerely,
Loretta Fernandes

Editor
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OUR ESSENCE
Dear Readers,
We are so excited to present you with our second edition of SHE of Change. It was amazing to
see how well received the first edition was. Our readership was from all over the world and we
are confident that now it will only grow.
With this edition, we wanted to showcase a few things (1) We wanted to interview leading women in the industry and showcase their strength,
something we have always believed at Maritime SheEO.
(2) We wanted to give students a voice as they are the future of the Maritime Industry
(3) We wanted research articles from within the industry to ensure that the magazine not only
inspires, but enlightens you with various aspects.
And we believe that this edition did just that.
We've also included a few inspiring quotes, which were originally part of our social media
campaign. You can always take a screenshot of it and share it with your circles if it inspires you.
I'm especially excited for you to read Birgit Marie Liodden's story. While I've personally always
been a "by the book" person, it was great to see how a "rebel kid" went on to challenge the
world. And she does it with grace and kindness, which is incredible! The fact that she has also
met and interviewed one of my favourite people is also very exciting to me.

Do remember to read each and every article, story, and
poem because they have all been curated and created
with love by our contributors.
Write back to us. We are waiting to hear your thoughts
after you read this special edition!
Regards,
Tenaz Shanice Cardoz

Creative Head
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FEEDBACK ON OUR MAIDEN VOYAGE
Many thanks for sharing the Inaugural issue of 'SHE of CHANGE' which I am sure
opens 'Oceans of Opportunities' for the Women Seafarers as outlined by Ms Meera
Kumar in her Article. The launch date couldn't have been more appropriate and am
sure it will bring in 'Sea of Colours' to the entire fraternity.
The compilation and editorial work is indeed stupendous and my congratulations to
the entire Martime SheEO Team and authors in particular. Of particular interest to
me was the piece 'Of Growth and Learning' and the inspiring Article titled 'Bets,
Startups and Failure Lessons'.
Do accept my Best Wishes on this novel and noble endeavour.

Commodore Bhupesh Tater, Hon. Secy., IME(I), Mumbai Branch

My warmest congratulations to Maritime SheEO Team for issuing the “She of Change”.
The magazine is drafted in a really well-prepared way.
I believe the stories of all the women around the world will inspire many others who
are in the same journey. In fact, contribution of such a work in the maritime industry
was needed for a while and we hope that this initiative will spread more and more.
I once again thank you for the opportunity to be part of “She of Change”. Special
thanks to Sanjam Gupta. Let’s continue to inspire and to be inspired by opening
ourselves to change, only then can we change the future. The future is in our hands!

Sinem Ogis, President, YoungShip Turkey

I will always be an advocate for the media that amplifies the voice of women and
She-Of-Change magazine is definitely one of them.
Thanks to everyone who participated and shared their perspective and experiences.
Being a part of this confirms that I have chosen the right path, by working to
showcase the value of women's work in the maritime sector.
Kind regards from Colombia.

Tatiana Rabat, President, WISTA Colombia

MISS OR MRS?

CALL ME
CAPTAIN
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IF THERE IS
A WILL,
THERE IS
DANAE
Danae Bezantakou, CEO,
Navigator Shipping Consultants

You have been a trailblazer. Tell us about

activities. Later on I chose to study Tourism

your story and achievements and what

Management, not realizing that “shipping”

drives you.

ran through my veins. After I graduated, I
worked in parallel at Navigator Shipping

Thank you for your kind words. I think that

Consultants and our travel Agency - KEFI S.A.

what matters the most is to love what you

& MATILDA HOTEL in Zakynthos Island which

do, and then you will never work a day .

belong to the Group of Companies run by my
family. Since then, nearly 20 years have

My family has been in the shipping business

passed!

for almost half a century! I made my first sea
journey when I was an “embryo”, because my

One of my first accomplishments in shipping

mother accompanied my father on a trip at

was the organization of NAVIGATOR–THE

that time, as he was a Captain. However, I

SHIPPING DECISION MAKERS FORUM, which

can say that I was the reason for my father

is the oldest Greek Shipping Forum,

deciding to work ashore without ever

enhancing the open dialogue among the

stopping his love and interest for shipping

stakeholders of the Greek and International

and probably he was the reason for me to

Maritime Clusters annually since 2001.

get into the shipping industry.
Women and Youth empowerment and the
As a child, my parents used to take me to the

creation of the next generation of Greek

office and I was observing their professional

Shipping has always been a concern for me.
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The participation in many Forums,
presentations and universities speaking
about those issues drove me to the
conceptualization of Young Executives
Shipping (YES) FORUM. This is the platform
of open dialogue among principals,
executives, university students, recent
graduates and young executives in Shipping
and iforU-Greek Mentoring Network, which
empowers small and medium women
entrepreneurs through mentoring and
networking.
I have the honor of serving as Secretary
General of International Propeller Club (Port
of Piraeus) and was also appointed as
European Young Leader and Young Global
Leader at the World Economic Forum.
A Milestone in my career was the honor to be

under pressure and act as members of a

chosen from among 225,000 alumni of State

team.

Department as one of the 80
#FacesofExchange initiative highlighting 80

We are in the middle of a pandemic and the

years of the IVLP and the impact of my work

pandemic has forced all sectors including

on the global community.

shipping to become “smarter” in terms of
technology. The fact that many shipping
companies are embracing new technologies,

According to you, what is the most

vessel types, run by women proves that

challenging task for young leaders in the

shipping is a sector that keeps up with the

maritime industry?

current and future developments.

Just like everything else, the maritime
industry is constantly evolving. There are
many factors that speed up this process,
such as digital evolution, technological
progress, environmental concerns. As a
result, soft skills that future young leaders
should definitely have in order to mark their
own career path in shipping are adaptability,
flexibility, critical thinking, ability to work

Do you think mentoring young women are
viewed as the best way to bridge the
generation gap?
Mentoring brings value at many levels for
mentees, mentors, and the organization for
which they work. Mentoring is a partnership
that should flow both ways. Not only can it
help the mentee gain practical knowledge
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small and medium entrepreneurs in Greece.
We are very proud that over 100 pairs have
completed the procedure. Our mission
includes: counseling and moral support on
female entrepreneurship issues, organization
of training workshops or seminars, etc.

Finding a steadiness between demands of
work and family is a common issue. How do
you keep up to be a professional woman and
a mother at the same time?
For me, motherhood and career are like a
puzzle. If one piece is missing, the puzzle is
incomplete. Working for the Shipping
industry is my passion - I can be creative,
chase new paths, meet people from all over
and insight from a professional who has

the world with different cultures and

achieved a level of expertise they aspire to

motherhood brings me down to the earth. I

attain, but in return a mentor could also

am responsible for the future of a person,

learn many aspects from his/her mentee’s

who should be raised and be prepared to

experiences and mentality representing

become an active member of the society;

most probably the new/young generation.

and I should do my best as a citizen of this

A successful mentorship helps in creating

country, so that society is ready to embrace

leaders, who are definitely needed to lead

her. Mothers are still women with aspirations

the industry through which 90% of traded

and dreams. Although we become mothers,

goods are carried. It also helps mentees to

we still have the right to accomplish our

learn, pick up different perspectives and

goals and chase our career’s expansion.

allow them to experiment with their problem
solving. Mentoring creates a better

Both Companies and Governments should

workplace environment, as mentees are

support motherhood through legislation,

having the opportunity to become

parental programs, supplementary maternity

acquainted with leadership style, mentality
and practices used in shipping. The
interaction between mentors and mentees is
helping to bridge the generation gap. I have
witnessed the positive impact that
mentoring has on both parties. IforU Greek
Mentoring Network was the first non-profit
organization aiming to support women -

allowance, paternity leave, corporate
kindergarten for the big companies and
other ways that are instrumental in
preventing women from expanding their
careers.
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It is very encouraging that we are moving

promote equality are: Organize bonding

forward with a new government law by the

events, give opportunities to the co-workers

ministry of labour aiming to support

to spend time together and get familiar with

motherhood. At this point, I would like to

each other.

underline that we are in an open dialogue
with all ministries to discuss women rights

Cultural changes: To bridge the gap,

and women’s empowerment.

companies must create a culture where
employees feel a sense of belonging and
acceptance. They should focus on improving

There is still a lingering stigma about

their cultures to increase inclusion and

working at sea that it is a man’s world. How

enhance employee experience and

can we exceed such stigma?

engagement.

Women represent only two percent of the

Salary Policy: Companies should obtain an

world’s 1.2 million seafarers and 94 percent of

equal payment for both genders.

female seafarers are working in the cruise

Qualifications and experience should be the

industry.

criteria for the salary, not the gender.

Through YES FORUM and our participation in

Harassment needs to be identified and

career days at Greek schools, over 10,000

immediately stopped. In their career, one in

students have been informed about the

four women has been subjected to

opportunities the maritime cluster offers. We

harassment at work. Management has a

are inviting shipping executives, women

responsibility to ensure they step in early to

working onboard to share their experience

both identify and stop harassment, but

with the young generation to inspire them to

unfortunately, in many companies, cases of it

follow a career in shipping. “You reap what

happening are often ignored. If there are any

you sow” and we are proud to witness the

signs of harassment taking place within your

increasing interest students have shown in

workplace – no matter how big or small – you

Shipping in the last few years. If that

need to stamp it out immediately and ensure

happens on a bigger scale globally, I am

a proper process is implemented to prevent

convinced that numbers will change both at

such cases from happening again.

shore and onboard.
Request employees’ (anonymous) feedback
on the working environment and
What further actions ought to be taken by

cooperation with their colleagues, enabling

the companies to alleviate the gender gap

management to proceed with further

and promote equality?

actions. Also, provide (Or Request) Anti-Bias
Training for staff.

Some actions that a company can take in
order to alleviate the gender gap and
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CHASING IMPACT
Capt. Jaquelyn Burton, Master Mariner Unlimited, Executive MBA
Persistence, determination and being

At that time my goals were to work to my

adaptive in our ambitions lead to our ability

best abilities and to learn more and more

to achieve our goals and to create our vision

each time I was onboard while upgrading my

for the future and lasting impact. In 2021,

license. First as cadet, then as a third mate

with sustainability in shipping, green fuels,

unlimited, then as a second mate unlimited,

increasing automation, the world is still

then as a chief mate unlimited, and finally as

seeing large population and seafarers being

Master unlimited in 2017.

impacted by the pandemic in wave after
wave. How do we each carve our career path

But what do you do when you reach a long-

towards the future we want?

term goal at a young age? Where do you
grow from there? Do you stay at Sea for 30
plus years of your career? Do you dedicate
the rest of your career to training the next
generation of seafarers? Or do you chart
other courses?
At that time, I saw opportunities on shore as
supercargoes, surveyors or marine
superintendents if you came with deck
officer experience. But I also saw ambitious
projects like the world’s first autonomous
cargo ship, short sea shipping initiatives, LNG
bunkering along with hybrid vessels and
other future fuels. I have always wanted the

All of us start with circumstances that affect

work I do to have a positive impact on the

us, that we cannot control, but we are also

world and I hope that many of you reading

often underestimating what development

this have similar ambitions.

we can do for ourselves and our ability to lift
and inspire others. It took me some time to

I want to be part of creating a sustainable

come to that conclusion. When I started at

maritime industry and applying new

sea as a cadet in 2005, it was not my

technologies, introducing them in a

intention or nor had I thought that others

collaborative way to the seafarers whose

would see me as a role model.

work depends on traditional skills and
knowledge alongside automation and

When I started sailing under the United

information systems. I want those systems

States Flag on merchant vessels and later on

not to take over, but to be a collaborative

Belgian Flag LNGs, it was and is still a very

assistant to safe navigation and operations.

challenging work environment.
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The desire for that impact led me to apply at

It continues to drive my self-development

Kongsberg. When I first applied I did not

towards where I remain committed to

meet the check boxes, all of the bullet points

sustainable transformation through applied

in the job listing for the role. They said they

technology and innovation in the maritime

were looking for programmers, they said

and energy sectors.

they wanted people with experience in
electronics and in system designs – they also

As you are considering your own career and

said they wanted what they had in the past.

development my advice would be to
consider where you want to create a change,

I wrote a letter alongside my application,

where you see a vision for the future and not

saying I don’t have all the experiences that

to say a NO when you see an opportunity

was required by them but that I do, however,
have a passion for the maritime industry and
for the changes that were coming for the
seafarers. I have a Master’s License and years
of experience at sea. I was looking for a new
challenge.
Soon I was interviewed and offered the
position which led me to move from the
United States to Norway and then to my
present role.

that interests you. It is hard to accept a
rejection, but without the risk of rejection
and testing the boundaries, we never know
what is possible or available to us. When you
see what you want, ASK, make your case – if
you get rejected you can ask why, maybe you
will learn something useful for next time –
and you will be no worse off than if you had
never tried. There is nothing to lose and the
world to gain.

I don't know where my next growth curve will lead, but you can be sure it is towards a more
inclusive and sustainable maritime and energy future. I hope to see the waves all of you make
as we sail together into the future.
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MENTAL HEALTH AT SEA
Eva Lianne Berger – Veldkamp, IMO Policy Coordinator at
Commonwealth of Dominica Maritime Registry
Hiding behind my radiant smile, I locked up

event. An endless ocean of misery, death,

some traumatic experiences. Not dealing

destruction, grief and despair.

with these experiences for years resulted in a
life not fully engaged. Now, I want to share

If you know me, you will know that I am a

my story in the hope of reducing the stigma

child of the sea. My parents are both scuba

around mental health at sea.

divers. My father sometimes jokingly
checked whether I had gills when I had been
snorkeling in the sea all day. As I grew up, I
knew I wanted to explore the world. I chose a
maritime education and was trained as a
maritime officer.
During my time at sea, I experienced things
that are invisible to most people ashore.
Beautiful sea creatures, magical starry skies,
extreme weather conditions and luminous
algae made me respect the ocean deeply. I
saw the remarkable craftsmanship of crew
members and gained experience with
different types of leadership and cultural

Disaster forces us to acknowledge the

differences onboard.

unimaginable as reality. After the tsunami of
2004, I saw with my own eyes countless

When my children came into this world, a

bodies floating in the ocean. They were

new phase of my life started. The

surprised by the elements of nature and

combination of a life at sea and motherhood

taken by the sea. An earthquake caused a

turned out to be impossible for me. However,

huge tidal wave and wiped the land clean.

my skills and experience at sea allowed for a

My ship was sailing through an endless

career onshore. I found several jobs in the

ocean of grief and despair.

maritime sector.

At the time, I was a 20-year-old intern

But the destruction of the tsunami never left

onboard a large container ship making a

me. I pushed a thick concrete plate over my

crossing from Singapore to the Suez Canal.

emotions and stepped back into life with a

During this voyage, the vessel sailed through

big smile on my face. I cut myself off from

the floating remains of entire communities.

the feeling that came with this experience

Eleven days after the tsunami, I witnessed

which became a defense mechanism.

the immediate consequences of this terrible
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This self-reliant character is recognizable to many seafarers who are taught to always be strong.
We often forget that we are all just human beings.
Only now, over 15 years later, I feel safe enough to discover the mental impact my experiences
at sea had on me. With the help of a specialist, I started to process my trauma. Underneath the
darkness I found a lot of freedom and light that I started to share to make the world a better
place.
To all seafarers out there I would like to say: please know you are not alone, there are many
people who can help you. Take the time to recover from what you experienced and allow
yourself to heal.

BEAUTIFUL SEA CREATURES, MAGICAL STARRY SKIES, EXTREME
WEATHER CONDITIONS AND LUMINOUS ALGAE MADE ME RESPECT
THE OCEAN DEEPLY.
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STAY TRUE TO YOUR VALUES
Eleftheria Magiafi, HSEQ Superintendent / DPA & CSO, MOL LNG
Transport (Europe) Limited
Shipping is a tough fast-changing

yourself for these and should not lose focus.

environment. Working conditions can be

Keep your head up and face the challenges

hard both onboard and ashore.

with grace and honour.
Always remember it takes time, patience and
a strong stomach to navigate yourself
through these behaviours.
Most of the times if you want to stay afloat
and survive you will have to adapt your
thoughts, your behaviour and your
expectations. However, bear in mind the
most important thing, don't lose yourself in
the process. Stay true to your values and
eventually you will succeed.

Although there have been significant
changes and developments in the recent
years in the industry, it still is considered a
male dominated sector so being a woman
does not make things easier for you.
I have been working in this industry for
almost three decades and to my surprise
recently I was reminded that still there are
cultures where a woman onboard is
considered 'bad luck'. It does not matter if
you are smart, intelligent and competent,
you are still regarded by your colleagues as a
bad omen who will create only havoc
onboard and eventually ashore.
Unfortunately, I wish I could tell you
otherwise but you will experience frustrating
moments, dismissive behaviours, inequality
and harassment. You need to prepare

Although I was born and raised by the sea
from a family of seafarers no one could ever
prepare me enough for the obstacles I would
face. It was my love and respect for the sea
that kept me going and my father's words of
wisdom that life is a continuous struggle
from the moment you open your eyes till the
moment you close them.
Always take time to remind yourself how
unique and worthy you are and that
whatever you set your mind to you can
achieve. Believe me when I say that if you
stay true to your values when the storms
have passed, you will feel content. The
experience you gain is worth all the
hardships you suffer. You come out stronger,
wiser, more confident and ready to take the
helm of your life to explore new horizons.
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NIRVANA FALLACY
Alison Cusack, Principal Lawyer, Cusack & Co
What would you attempt if you knew you

horizon. What if instead, we approached

could not fail? Perfectionism is one of the

gender inequality with the same imperfect

biggest barriers to achieving gender

progress to problem solving as the IMO

equality. Why?

takes?
SOLAS was created after the sinking of the
Titanic. A problem arose and the industry
swiftly (1 year, 9 months and 6 days to be
precise) kicked into action and found a
proposed solution.
Was SOLAS (in its first incarnation) perfect?
No. Has it been modified and changed over
time? Absolutely! Why then do we not strive
for daily 1% increments of progress. Can you
spend 15 minutes a day, or a week asking
yourself, your team and your management

Gender equality is one of the “global
problems” that affects everyone and
therefore lack of action affects no leader.
Why? Because gender equality is deemed
“too hard” a problem to solve so there are a
multitude of explanations ready at hand to
defend the lack of progress.
Rejecting a solution which solves part of the
problem is known as the “Nirvana Fallacy”
being that “The perfect solution fallacy is a
related informal fallacy that occurs when an
argument assumes that a perfect solution
exists or that a solution should be rejected
because some part of the problem would still
exist after it were implemented.” (thanks
Wikipedia!)
So let’s change the viewpoint. Move from the
stern to the bridge, expand our lookout and

some hard questions?
Maritime is full of hard questions and hard
truths. The ONE Apus lost approximately
1800 containers overboard. That is a lot of
hard conversations. The Ever Given blocked
the Suez Canal for 6 days, that was a tier 1
event of hard conversations; educating the
everyday consumer, of calling out misogyny
when the first ever female Egyptian Captain
was falsely accused of captaining the ship.
We know how to deliver hard news. We
know how to do hard tasks. We know how to
achieve the impossible.
So gender equality? We can knock it out of
the park. Take 1% of your time to imperfectly
progress towards gender equality.

POETRY AND
STORYTELLING
CORNER
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I AM THE KNIGHT
Khushi Chandna, Cadet, IMU-MNC
They call me real-ist but I am a sailor
Not feminist; I am a she-farer
If I were an optimist, I would have hoped for
the sea to calm down
I would have agreed to the pandemic in
town
And fought for a beauty crown
If I were a pessimist my diary would have
complaints for the sea
I would take off my mask, because I am
having tea!
And my pronouns would not be limited to
she,

Yet never debated over and both felt by

Because for every “him” I would not settle for

heart

“her”

And must not be weighed down any further

“He” has “she” so why does “him” not have

As they complement each other

“shim”?
My cadet has a prefix of girl

I ain’t real-istic I stated

My officer has a prefix of lady

For I have a reason and truth prevails

Because boy cadet and gents’ officer is

I am meant to adjust my direction to sail

default

I don’t wait for the waves

But being born as a female is not my fault

Nor do I have hopes for the pandemic to

I was not handed with a form

improve

With checkboxes to choose my gender

All I have is a heart so shrunken and a will so

I was just …born

strong
I’ll steer without path and be never wrong

I am a sexist

I will make mistakes and the mistakes will

Because I believe the two genders to be

make me

unequal

It won’t be perfect but my accuracy will be

But not advocating superiority or sequel

precise

For how am I supposed to compare the

Because the winner lies in the one who tries

gender that continues human race
To a gender shouldered to maintain pace
It is like colors and music; even though both
are forms of art

So tell the world I am ready to fight
The shining armour may be yours
I am the knight.
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POEMS OF THE SEA
Tatiana Rabat, Process Analyst, Grupo Puerto de Cartagena

English

Español

The heart is an ocean where emotions sail

El corazón es un océano donde navegan las
emociones

The heart is molten metal
the waves
a tsunami
Everything is swept away
and floods the house
The heart is an overflowing vessel
of sea
with fish
and hooks

El corazón es metal fundido
las olas
un tsunami
Todo lo arrastra
inunda la casa
El corazón es una vasija que se desborda
de mar
de peces
de anzuelos

Published in Spanish by Colombian Ministry of Culture in the anthology “Urdimbres: Las
mujeres del Caribe narran su territorio" (the name of the anthology in English translates:
"Warps: The women of the Caribbean narrate their territory")
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GONE ARE THE DAYS OF...
Hitesh Gupta, Bsc Nautical Science, IMU KOCHI CAMPUS

Gone are the days of slates and chalks
Now are the days of PPT and Docs
Complete the Seagull flock
Which leads us to frustration and shock
Gone are the days of playgrounds and fun
Because the Sunday playgrounds are filled with none
As everybody is busy playing PUBG and Temple Run
Better were the days of hunt and lunch
Gone are the days of early to bed early to rise
Now are the days of staying awake eating fries and playing flies
Stop using the phone is parents advice
But we still use as we are not wise
Gone are the days of trees and plants
Lets run behind the oxygen cylinders
Find the animals in encyclopedias
Let's turn the Zoos into Museums
Gone are the days of happiness and fun
Keep pressuring ourselves with emotional drain
Gone are the days of Reality !
Let us stay in Virtual Reality !
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CONNECTING PEOPLE, IMPROVING
LIVES
Sarbani Sengupta, Vice President - Customer Service, DHL Express
(India) Pvt Ltd
Medicines that are life saving,
Machines for factories to stay running,
Engine parts to keep airplanes flying,
Trade documents to keep the economy
going,
It's not just work, it's much more.
You are
Connecting people,
Improving lives.
So THANK YOU.
Stay happy and healthy,
You and your family!
It’s a bright morning or a cloudy one.
For those of you who step out for the
company,
You don the uniform that is your identity,
And remember to wear the mask for safety,
As you deliver urgent shipments from door
to door.
But then, it’s not just work,
It’s much more.
It’s a rainy day or sunny one.
For those of you whose office has moved to
the home,
You still work as one and are not alone.
You manage calls in this contingency,
With a special dose of customer centricity.
But then, it’s not just work,
It’s much more.

Charter

Girls like

Parties!
@MaritimeSheEO
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THE SEA BRINGS US ALL TOGETHER
Nitzeria Watson Stewart, CEO, International Maritime Consulting

I, Nitzeira Watson Stewart started my studies

Panama, which has its’ first headquarters in

in the maritime field at the age of 15 years.

Latin America. Here I saw a need for Panama

Later at the age of 18 years I worked at the

to have a maritime organization that

Panama Maritime Authority holding different

encourages and cares for young people

profiles as Inspector of Port Services,

connected with the maritime industry and

Boarding Officer and Maritime Signaling

hence this lead to my decision to start an

Technician. I also have experience in Exports

organization for the youth. The YoungShip

and Imports.

International Organization is dedicated to
networking activities for young people in the
maritime sector worldwide.As a “Young
Member Council” of The Nautical Institute
based in London, I represent the Latin
American and Caribbean region. This is an
international organization for maritime
professionals and currently I serve as a legal
representative of The Nautical Institute
Panama. In addition, I am also an accredited
Speaker from the International Speaker's
Chamber.

Throughout my career I encountered
different obstacles some with issues of
gender equality which I faced with a positive

I recognize my mentor Edwin Mendoza
Flores, a maritime lawyer who from the very
beginning has guided me in the wonderful

mind.

maritime world.Now, I am also mentoring

Among my achievements I was the recipient

are members of the YoungShip Panama

of the “Biannual Scholarship 2017-2018” of

Organization.

teenagers between the ages of 15 -18 who

the International Association of Ports and
IAPH. Receiving this award gave me the

My advice to young people and especially

opportunity to study for a Master’s Degree in

women is that you must always fight for your

Maritime Law Business and Port

dreams and when faced with obstacles do

Management at the Nautica Faculty,

not let negative experiences overcome you,

Barcelona.

but rather make them positive and
successful.

Currently I am the President of YoungShip
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It is of utmost importance to be up-to-date in the maritime industry and hence we are working
on the creation of a maritime training academy focused on the e-learning and micro-learning
modality for young people in this sector. A percentage of the funds raised through this
initiative will be donated to charitable foundations.

YOU MUST ALWAYS FIGHT FOR YOUR DREAMS AND WHEN FACED
WITH OBSTACLES DO NOT LET NEGATIVE EXPERIENCES
OVERCOME YOU BUT RATHER MAKE THEM POSITIVE AND
SUCCESSFUL.
Before I conclude, I would like to thank God for the people who have crossed my path
throughout my career and generously shared their knowledge with me which has gone a long
way in contributing to my professional growth and making me a more well-informed person. It
has also taught me to always share my knowledge with others and encourage them whenever
needed.
The sea - brings us all together!
Nitzeria is Vice President of The Nautical Institute (Panama Branch) and their Legal
Representative and Member of the Professional Development Committee.
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WOMEN TO WATCH OUT FOR
IN 2021
Summiit Cheema, CEO, Dycecorp

The pandemic has taken us through some

venture- Dycecorp in October 2019 with a

tough times but it has also brought about

small portfolio of 2 clients. I used to be on the

opportunities in my career that I could not

lookout for independent long term projects

have imagined. Change can be a big

to grow my business. The Health and

catalyst for growth.

wellness industry saw an unprecedented
boom during the pandemic, exports of
health supplements soared by 300%, and a
similar surge was seen in the domestic
consumption as well.
During this time, I met an exporter of health
supplements who wanted me onboard as a
consulting partner for their international
logistics. While this was a wonderful addition
to my portfolio, I was concerned because the
work primarily involved managing their air
logistics – courier and commercial.

For the last 17 years up until February 2020,

Herein began my journey in a completely

my journey in the Indian logistics sector was

new domain- I started from the basics –

that of an OCEAN Shipping Specialist. I had

understanding each stage of an air

worked with shipping lines and freight

shipment, who are the key operators, IATA

forwarding companies as a sales professional

agents, courier companies, regulations

and over the years had learned the ropes of

around export of health supplements,

operations and pricing as well, in the domain

customs compliance, guidelines around GST

of ocean logistics.

for air export services, so on and so forth.

However in the post pandemic part of 2020, I

This client had a large shipment volume so it

was about to be introduced into an

took up a considerable amount of my time,

unchartered and untested arena of

yet I did not want to lose the opportunity of

International Air logistics of which I knew

creating more work in the healthcare space

nothing.

for my company. The timing was perfect. Our
industry was flourishing in the wake of the

It all started when I began my own

pandemic and I wanted to be a part of the
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big wave the health sector was witnessing.
I continued my search for new clients in this space and found yet another exporter in a Tier
2 city who was looking for service providers for international air cargo. This was relatively a
smaller client, but with steady volumes. In a matter of 5 months, I had 2 clients and I am
thankful to have found clients who trusted me with their export operations. The learning
and exploring have been fantastic.

OUR INDUSTRY WAS FLOURISHING IN THE WAKE OF THE
PANDEMIC AND I WANTED TO BE A PART OF THE BIG WAVE THE
HEALTH SECTOR WAS WITNESSING.
All in all, the Covid'19 pandemic has been a blessing in ways I cannot express – not just in
terms of work, but also in terms of living a simpler and fuller life.
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IF YOU CAN...
Ioanna Topaloglou, Member, WISTA Greece
I would like to share with you my experience

gain their recognition, trust and respect. I

via Kipling’s poem “IF”.

was not tired of waiting, my strong will was
accompanying me.

When I first read the poem at the age of 15, I
never imagined that I would face so many

I took one heap of all my winnings without

challenges in my life that I would have to

fear but full of optimism, tossed the coin and

overcome. Since then I have read the poem

decided to start something of my own. My

again and again, and through the lines I see

mind and my soul were telling me that I

my personal and business life passing in
front of me like water in the river. Today I
know that I survived and therefore I will be
able to cope with many more challenges that
may come my way.

should stand up, hold on and eventually win.
During these past years I have met many
people. People who were kind, professionals,
and who believed that a woman’s mind is
creative and was capable of giving solutions
to their problems; but on the other hand I
also encountered people who were rude,
liars, people who thought they could charm
me and take advantage because I was a
woman.
As Kipling says I kept my virtue and I did not
lose common touch. I was and I still am full
of compassion for friends, clients, even for
my foes. I am trying to understand and
forgive but I will never allow anybody to hurt
me.

By a pure coincidence, I got involved in the

We women are strong, intelligent, decisive,

marine insurance business at the age of 19

calm and sensitive. I believe that we do not

back in the 70’s.

wish to eliminate men but we wish to be
recognized and respected by them thus

As Kipling states, I trusted myself, but men

making the working environment pleasant

during those days did not trust easily, and I

and productive for the common good of our

had to put a lot of effort and patience to

business life.

convince them that I was capable of doing
the job and thus eliminating their doubts. It
took me quite a few years of hard work to
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Kiplings poem encourages us not to get tired of waiting, not to deal in lies, to meet triumph and
disaster with dignity and self- control, to dream, but not to be carried away by them.
Let us follow his thoughts and we will succeed in our goals and dreams !

If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you,
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too;
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or being lied about, don’t deal in lies,
Or being hated, don’t give way to hating,
And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise:
If you can dream—and not make dreams your master;
If you can think—and not make thoughts your aim;
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two impostors just the same;
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken,
And stoop and build ’em up with worn-out tools:
If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breathe a word about your loss;
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will which says to them: ‘Hold on!’
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with Kings—nor lose the common touch,
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
If all men count with you, but none too much;
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,
And—which is more—you’ll be a Man, my son!
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Cover Story
CHANGE
MAKER

THE SHIPPING SOCIALIST
AT THE HELM
Birgit Marie Liodden, Founder & CEO, The Ocean Opportunity Lab (TOOL)

Q1: Your story is very inspiring, you are a

By coincidence, I was recruited into the

change maker and haven't followed the

maritime industry in 2006 starting out as PA

usual path. Please share your journey

& Recruitment Assistant in Wilh. Wilhelmsen

with us.

Head office. During my years at WW, I

I am originally a school drop-out and was a
“problem child”. I left home and started
working at the age of 16. I have always been
passionately engaged in justice, equality and
environment, and I have been a curious and
non-traditional outsider profile all through
my career.

worked my way up from an Assistant to
Global Project Manager and parallel to this, I
also took on the Presidency of YoungShip in
Oslo during the financial crisis.
In 2011, I saw that combining both leadership
roles would not be optimal and so I opted for
the “crazy” option and left Wilhelmsen to put
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all my efforts into establishing YoungShip

focused on - inclusion and diversity, the

globally. In order to finance this initiative,

young generation and entrepreneurship, and

which did not have any sponsors or

the green transition with extended emphasis

corporate partners to back it, I started my

on tech and innovation. We were the first

own project management company just to

actors to go all in and establish our strategies

make sure I could get by while building
YoungShip International. As part of this work,
I established Maritime Meet-up, the first
maritime mentor program focused on young
women and we set up the Young
Entrepreneur Award concentrating on
entrepreneurs with environmental ocean
solutions. I delivered projects across Nigeria,
India and Cyprus and YoungShip quickly
started being recognized and included in the
key global bodies as the voice of the next
generation. I also worked with OECD, IMO,
and ICS and got tremendous support from
WISTA International - the organization for
female maritime leaders. I was also invited in
as the first young board member in a
number of maritime initiatives and groups
which was less usual back then.
Ten years later, YoungShip has a presence in
28 countries worldwide and it has been
amazing to see that the conscious values we
built back then have continued and is
flourishing through new leaders in new
countries.
As I was expecting my youngest son in 2014,
my plan was to expand my company after
parental leave. But that autumn, I was
headhunted for the role as Director of NorShipping, one of the world’s biggest
maritime expos. At 32, I was the first female
leader in this role under 50. Stepping into the
position, I negotiated non-traditional terms
for my role. I got the commitment that NorShipping would be a change maker arena

fully on the UN SDGs as a pioneer initiative to
drive the sustainability focus into our global
industry as a toolbox for new business
opportunities.
After leaving Nor-Shipping, I took on a new
directorship for Oslo, the Norwegian capital,
as Director for Ocean, Sustainability &
Communication in Oslo´s central startup
and Innovation Corporation. I had the chance
to interview President Barack Obama as he
made his first public presence after leaving
office and discussed specifically the role of
youth and women to drive innovation
towards the Paris Agreement. He
encouraged me to continue my long term
work for these groups which is what I’m
doing today through The Ocean Opportunity
Lab (TOOL). We built a different type of
maritime/Ocean Company owned and led by
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Growth last year, I was enormously proud of
having contributed in recruiting the first
board in our industry with a majority of
female board members - 60%.

Q2: What are the challenges you see for
young leaders in the maritime industry
today?
As our industry is transforming and facing
several shifts at the same time, I believe
young leaders need to grow completely
different skill sets to bring relevance and find
new solutions. Innovation, tech capabilities,
environmental and energy competence and
also insights on how other industries have
transformed. I also think leaders should
explore the new needs of our cities / societies
and look outside the box for creative
solutions where the maritime industry can
take on a role as problem solver and deliver
on new areas.
women and committed to Empower
Generation Clean-up - the new generation of

Q3: Do you think mentoring young

change makers and entrepreneurs. This

women is the best way to bridge the

spring we launch the world’s first interactive

generation gap?

map of ocean & energy startups and
innovators from all parts of our planet. We

Mentoring two-ways is extremely valuable.

actively recruit change makers into the

There is so much for each generation to learn

organization and aim to be a platform

from each other at this time. I could never be

nurturing business activists who aim to bring
new initiatives into our industry to accelerate
change, both in terms of commercial terms
and culture / human behaviour.
In addition to my daytime job with TOOL, I
am also holding a number of board roles
linked to renewable energy, maritime,
fintech and environmental work. When
TECO2030 became listed on the Euronext

where I am today if it hadn’t been for the
mentoring and support I received from men
and women with experience and power. I see
it as a natural duty to “pay it forward” and
continue to help support, nurture the new
leaders and talents who come my way. Look
at how you can share your new skills and
mind-sets with a senior to help them better
understand the new time and how to source
their long experience and insights. We will
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always be better together.

Q4: Finding the right work-life balance
is a challenge every woman faces. You
have found unique ways to manage it,
please share this with our readers.
During the same period that I built YSI and
ran my own company, I also became a mom
and I had 2 boys within 18 months. This led
me to reinvent common practice and find
creative solutions for combining parenting
and work. So one of the achievements I am
really proud about is that I brought my
babies into all types of corporate
environments since they were new-born;
board meetings, negotiations, international
travels and conferences.
I wanted to continue my work and at the
same time stay close and connected with my

I am than they would normally, and this

kids. I also wanted to open the eyes of our

brings trust and a closer relation which I see

industry seniors as well as the young

as very valuable. The society we live in today

generation of leaders that we can still

was made for different times. So our models

accomplish great work and be useful while

and frameworks are obviously outdated. This

we have small babies. I still bring my boys

brings many challenges to modern families.

with me to work, business meetings and

We should not just accept those, but instead

journeys. They get to be part of my work life

we need to reinvent established frameworks

and they feel at home with many grown-ups

and create new models for work-family-

who know them. This gives us more time

fusion that fit with the needs of today. That is

together, they learn to adapt and be patient,

a great opportunity for all young

feel secure in many different surroundings

professionals.

and they also feel included instead of downprioritized.

On a more personal side, I don't have any
help at home so instead I have established a

We’ve also had many work meetings in the

“team work” structure where I and my boys

form of breakfasts or meals in my home,

(6 and 8) collaborate on the various house

which brings a more personal touch also to

chores. I started giving them house chores at

the various business relations. My

the age of 1 and 5 which makes them feel

professional contacts see much more of who

useful, proud and also builds a good type of
confidence, having to master and solve
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practical tasks. They learn that we have to

environments. If women can take on work on

contribute and the more they help out the

floating rigs, be in war, become crisis health

more time I will have for reading or playing

personnel or work in the energy industry,

with them. That is also an important part of

there is no reason why we should not make

the equality journey, prepping the young

sure to utilize this capacity of 50% of the

boys in finding new roles so that they are

world’s talents and workforce.

equipped for a more gender-balanced future.
Often, we forget this and nurture soft skills

We are already struggling in recruiting

and chores only with girls.

young talents and I believe that if we change
practice so that more women will go on-

But then we actively add a negative

board, we will also see that many of the

handicap on our sons, who will grow up in a

adjustments will enable us to recruit more

world of more and more equal and modern

young professionals in general. There are

girls.

many skill sets needed at sea, and men and
women complement each other on skill sets,

Q5: There is still a lingering stigma

problem solving and ways of thinking and

about working at sea, that it is a man’s

acting. Here I believe it is not enough just

world. How can we exceed such stigma?
We have to explore how other masculine
areas have evolved and created diverse

recruiting diversity. We need to look at
what’s good and negative about the general
work structure and culture on-board ships many of today’s structures and practices are
also hostile against men/junior rankings.
We then need to explore how we can both
recruit and take in the value adding
capabilities of diversity. I would say that our
industry lags behind on embracing modern
leadership, understanding the expectations
and strengths coming from the new
generations. We have to change our
outdated patriarchal models, explore/create
healthy and solid work environments at sea
as this will also change the perception on
what life at sea is all about.

Q6: What actions ought to be taken by
the companies to alleviate the gender
gap and promote equality?
All companies should look at inclusion and
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equality as drivers for financial growth and

Q7: All in all, what message would you

increased robustness and stop handling this

give our women leaders who are

topic as something “different” from any other

devoted to taking a bold step towards

parts of business. Today, more and more

creating a global change?

talents and skills are held by women. If you
wish to tap into the full pool of resources, you

I would encourage this strongly and these

have to consider how you are positioned for

are the type of women we actively wish to

getting access to the best ones regardless of

support from TOOL´s side. The world will

gender. I believe leaders who wish to

change a lot in the coming years. While it

succeed building companies that will thrive

can feel scary to lead change, it is also

in the future should look at equality as a

important to remember that the future does

business case.

not just happen, it is created by us. It is up to
each of us to create a future we want to live

As with any business case, it is about setting

in and hand over to our predecessors. And if

a clear target for what you want to achieve,

you try and fail, then there is so much

linking it into the core business strategy and

learning and competence building in that.

then implementing it with short term and

Do not let fear stop you, but make sure to

long term deliverables and KPIs if you want

unite and surround yourself with fellow

to achieve them. I also believe bonus

change makers sharing the purpose drive

schemes within management teams and

with those who can support you when times

leader roles should be balanced and

are tough.

combine how you deliver on commercial
criteria, diversity/utilising people's
capabilities and environmental performance
- what gets measured gets done.
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DO I BELONG HERE?
Eleni Lykofridi, Chief Officer
‘Captain, can you give me the seaman’s
books?’
‘Which date was her keel laid?’
‘I need the Minimum Safe Manning
certificate…’
Some of the phrases I heard when I
participated in my first inspection.
Do I belong here?
Everything here around me was made for a
man. Everything in this profession was about
the man. The only reference to the female
presence was the gender of the ship and, of
course, the sea. They were the only
permitted females so far. Whoever else was
onboard was considered as bad luck for the

I had never imagined that some people

ship.

would only stand to that I am a woman and

Do I belong here?

not whether I am capable or not in my job. In
fact, I did not even think that my abilities

Female presence onboard ships became

would be negatively judged in advance,

stronger in 1980. Today, four decades later,

because I am a woman.

women consist only 2% of the total seafarers'

Do I belong here?

number worldwide. This transition towards
the employment of more female seafarers

‘Chief, it is cold outside; you’d better wear a

onboard ships has taken place smoothly.

winter jacket.’

However, this transition is certainly not

Bosun’s voice interrupts my thoughts of the

completed. It will be completed when the

crew's kindness, the trust that the Captain

last male Captain stops feeling a "tightening"

and Officers show to me, and the ship's

in his stomach, in the announcement that a

appearance to be constantly improving

female seafarer will be signing on his ship.

during the duration of my contract.

I started my professional career facing

Everyday life onboard gives me the answer

something I had never been taught in my

many times on its own.

school years. At school, I never thought I
would be kicked out of a Company’s
entrance because I am a woman.

I do belong here.
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THE MARITIME INDUSTRY A SEA OF POSSIBILITIES
Maria Laura Salazar Luvecce, Vice President of
YoungShip Venezuela
For as long as I can remember, I have been a part
of the Maritime Industry (in one way or other).
Since I grew up in a family related to the industry
(can’t deny they have been an incredible source
of inspiration) I always said that I did not see
myself in any other sector that was not searelated.
I have been through different work positions,
have been an entrepreneur, have learnt so many
things in my “short” professional period of time,
that I definitely feel grateful to this industry.
The Maritime sector allows you to choose whatever you want to be as much as you have the
courage to face new challenges (and honestly, I’m naturally a person that loves to see new
things and set new goals, all the time).

I would like to send out a message to the young generations who are still not sure about what
they want to do, or, in which area they would like to develop their career. I encourage them to
enter the Maritime Industry (an industry that undoubtedly moves and connects the world),
embrace all the different things that you can achieve in it, learn from the incredible
professionals that you are going to find in your career path and finally, I would like to say to all
of you that, you can always adjust your sails for new, exciting and interesting adventures.
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WAREHOUSING – EMERGING
TRENDS
Shantha Martin, CEO, PENTAGON GROUP
Warehouse management continues to

to migrate online, albeit at very different

evolve. Now, that we are in 2020, the

rates.

warehouse is a carefully managed control
center. It is a strategic hub of e-commerce

With Geographic and Demographic

within an overarching supply chain. Exciting

demands some common and some differing

as it is, the business landscape has

across the regions of the globe, the current

transformed, with the arrival of many

status of “Warehousing” can be analyzed as

different challenges, some of which depend

below and its’ future emerging trends

on where in the world the warehouse

envisaged.

operations are located.
1.

Drop shipping

E-commerce and direct-to-consumer growth
continues to transform the fulfillment
operations of retailers, manufacturers,
wholesalers and 3PLs. Many manufacturers
and wholesalers have disintermediated their
retail partners. This trend allows the seller to
improve profit margins and create direct
customer relationships by building up their
direct-to-consumer channels. This trend will
benefit Logistics service providers / 3PLs as
the manufacturers and wholesalers will
outsource some of their direct-to-consumer
While in Europe and the US, priorities are
‘’automation’’ to achieve order fulfillment
targets and retaining the workers needed to
sustain growth objectives, in Asia and
developing countries, attentions are directed

fulfillment.
This will pave the path for Commodity
Specialization of Logistics/3PL offerings by
the warehouse operators as clients will
require not just specialized infrastructure

towards ensuring “infrastructure”, such as

and customization but will require scale,

reliable Internet connectivity and efficient

agility and flexibility.

transportation. One key trend that every
region shares, is the arrival of social
commerce and digital transformation, with
business transactions at all levels continuing
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2. Delivery becomes a key competitive

picking” and “sorting” will become more

differentiator – Price vs Time

common. These are ideal for cost efficiency

“Price” is no longer the main competitive

of processing “high volumes of small orders

differentiator. The “time” it takes to receive

as quickly as possible.” Multiple orders or

an order once it is placed assume great

shipments can be picked simultaneously

important; let’s call it the “Amazon Effect”

and then grouped into individual orders,

Fulfilment responsiveness (the time it takes

greatly increasing the throughput possible

from order receipt to final delivery) will be

in a warehouse by reducing travel time to

the key to customer delight and this will

gather stock items. Social or e-commerce

increase over the next three years.

orders can then be released in the “shortest
possible time at a best rationalized cost”,

In the current pandemic scenario too

same can be applied when it comes to

DIGITAL CHANNELS like Amazon assume a

returns management.

center stage. Perhaps this will lead the path
to “Satellite micro warehousing” or

5. New workarounds to overcome labor

“Distribution Depot’’ to enable a quick and

shortages

timely access to the hinterlands.

In certain developed countries a tight labor
market remains one of the overriding

3.

Social media commerce returns and

challenges for warehouse operations. In a

reverse logistics

recent study, 50% of respondents said that

Reverse logistics has always been an issue for

an inability to attract and retain a qualified

many sellers and will become even more so

hourly workforce was a critical issue.

in the future, thanks to the so called
‘Instagram effect’. Research into online

2020 and beyond, multiple methods of

shoppers shows 34% will make more impulse

strengthening warehouse workforce will be

buys as social media sites make it easier to

necessary, like rationalization payrolls,

buy products directly, through built in selling

enhanced training and benefits. Investing in

tools. Once Instagram launches a ‘Buy on

operatives, for instance, offering personal

Instagram’ or ‘Instagram Checkout’ tools,

development and soft skills training

these impulse shoppers will end-up sending

opportunities, will be essential for

more of their purchases back. Perhaps the

companies to attract and retain the

envisaged “Satellite micro warehousing’’ or

workforce needed to achieve their e-

“Distribution Depot” will act as a “Receiving

commerce and omni-channel expansion

Depot” as well. Social media buyers are

goals.

expected to account for a fifth of all online
shoppers who make returns.

6.

Investment in WMS-

An efficient warehouse runs on technology
4. Flexible pick methods for multiple order

and the investment priorities of warehouse

profiles

executives show that tried and tested

As multiple order becomes a norm “batch

technologies - such as a warehouse
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management system (WMS) and partial automation using conveyors or automated sortation
systems remain top priorities. Once these essential items are in place, other supporting
technologies including transport management systems, voice recognition for picking and putaway, AGVs, and palletizers will become investment priorities.

With the advent of e-commerce, the demand for faster response, and the need to manage a
larger number of SKUs with fewer errors, warehouses are vying to meet the standards of
intelligence, efficiency and automation. Looking ahead to the next decade, preference for
digital transformation will bring fundamental changes in warehouse operations leading to
“Disruptive Warehouse Digitalization”
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EVALUATING SHIP REGISTERS: THE
GREKON MODEL
Dr Katerina Konsta, Ambassador, World Maritime Academy
ABSTRACT:
The success of flags of convenience supports a strong belief that national flags are dying off. So,
how can a small nation like Greece register 62.32m dwt on the national ship register?
Literature identifies that this success is due to several reasons such as the Greek seamanship,
tradition and so on. This article establishes that ‘the success of Greek ocean-going flagged
shipping as for every ship registry is a blend of a tendency for governments to experiment with
various policies intended to promote national competitiveness, individual entrepreneurship, the
cluster as well as culture, knowledge and skill’.
In the absence of coherent literature, information from different disciplines and sources is
synthesized in order to develop a coherent outcome. A mixed-method methodological
approach is applied to investigate the success of Greek flag shipping.
The outcome of the research is the development of the GREKON model which explains that the
success of national flags depends on a system of elements that work independently,
sequentially or in a chaotic manner. The Greek Registry, and every ship registry is a system of
people, organizations, and processes and it is that system that contributes to the success of the
flag. Clarkson’s Research Studies (1995) referring to the Greek-controlled fleet questioned how a
nation with a GDP only 1.5% that of the USA, could be so influential in the global shipping
industry.
The question asked by Clarksons with particular reference to the national registers may be
answered by Porter and his Competitive Advantage of Nations (1990). Porter stated that
“national inheritance is created, not inherent and it depends on the capacity of its industry to
innovate and upgrade” and the success of a nations’ industry is due to their home environment;
“the most forward-looking, dynamic and challenging within this environment- there is a
tendency for governments to experiment with various policies intended to promote national
competitiveness” (Porter 1990, p.n. 73).
Shipping policy-making can be equated to a game. The players, the circumstances and the
outcome are the parameters that define the game. The question is who can tell when overall or
individual policies are productive and benefit society, after all, policy making “is like beauty in
the eye of the beholder…” (Roe 2007, p.n. 85)
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1. The GREKON MODEL
The Greek-flagged ocean-going shipping
industry is a system of people, organisations
and processes and it is that system, and its
workings that contribute to the success of
the Greek-flagged ocean-going shipping
industry.
Figure 1 illustrates the Porter’s Diamond
application to Greek-flagged ocean shipping
(hereafter called the Greek-flagged oceangoing shipping Diamond or the GREKON
MODEL).

Figure 1 Porter’s Diamond application on Greek-flagged ocean shipping: the GREKON MODEL
Source: Konsta (2017)
2. The GREKON MODEL EXPLAINED
The factor conditions are: the stable regulatory system, there was no national demand for the
Greek ships, the national banks were providing lending, the taxation was based on tonnage tax,
the quality of ships under the flag was high, the governmental policies providing the
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shipowners with initiatives, the crew composition in the Registry allowing foreigners, location
and proximity to the market with the cluster being located in Piraeus and the suburbs of
Athens, the poor Greek economy a) was valuing the contribution deriving from the Greekflagged ocean-shipping and b) forced Greeks to the sea, the currency gains, where expenses
were in drachmas and income in dollars, the European Union as a supra national governing
body.
The demand conditions are: the seaborne trade being cyclical and seasonal; the shipping
industry being characterized by derived demand; the ships’ values that fluctuate depending on
the supply and demand of shipping services; the global demand for shipping services, since the
demand was global and not national or local availed opportunities for ship employment;
constant growth of international trade; the nature of seaborne trade, for example the
seasonality availed the shipowners to trade on different parts of the word; tramp shipping was
an open market in contradiction to liner shipping; and the political and economic conditions
affected the trade, for example the Asian crisis and the Chinese boom.
The Firm Strategy, Structure, and Rivalry are: Greeks had the ability to foresee market changes,
for instance the ability to foresee the surplus in supply and the decrease in demand for bulk
carriers and being flexible they diversified their activities to the tanker market; the asset play
strategy.
For example their strategy in investing in secondhand ships when the market was at the lowest
and sell them when the market was at the highest; the development of close societies/cliques,
for example the shipowners originating from Chios employed onboard seafarers and employees
ashore from Chios island; the family involvement in business and the development of a close
society/industry; diversification of activities, for example owning both bulk carriers and tankers,
or placed ships on traditional registers and flags of convenience; managing human resources
efficiently and effectively, what is called today emotional and intelligence management;
entrepreneurship culture, for example Captains becoming shipowners; ships were acquired on
equity rather than borrowing from a bank.
The equity was either personal or sourced from business partners usually family or friends and
that provided shipowners with financial freedom. The employment of skilled Greek seafarers
assured seaworthiness and increased the life expectancy of the ship. When the market
increased ships were sold and what was made out of them were reinvested in acquiring new
ships which were managed by the owners themselves hardly considering leasing or giving the
operation to a ship management company; the intense local rivalry boosted development.
Rivalry is a characteristic of the Greek culture, for example the rivalry between Onassis and
Niarchos and the rivalry among other shipowners but also Captains, seafarers and managers.
Shipowners commenced in-depth know-how of the ship operation, most of them being former
Captains.
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Greek controlled shipping overall developed large capacity, for example they developed large
fleets that could affect demand and supply. Lean management was applied onboard of ships
and ashore with no additonal expenses and procedures, for example the offices ashore were
never over staffed. Greek owners had a natural talent for shipping, for example in choosing the
ship type and size or the negotiating charters and freights, they also adopted a ‘nothing is
impossible’ attitude towards shipping.
They were also characterised by passion and dynamism and developed personal connections
with governments and traders, besides adopting proactive and adaptive management. In
addition they had a constant strategy for example in the negotiations with the
governments.Also their traditional shipping background mostly originated from islands or from
shipowning or seafaring families and this helped them to adopt traditional conservative
management strategies in the investment of new ship types.
Greek shipowners had a vision, for example asset playing was not fluffing the aim of just
acquiring a ship but was the means to build up to a fleet; they were willing to risk, for example
they acquired ships when the market was low without having the assurance if and when the
market will increase and the satisfaction out of the success boosted the Greek shipowners selfesteem.
The relationships of the attributes can be visualised as a three-dimensional model that displays
a picture of millions of webs. This is how the Greek-flagged shipping should be visualised. The
workings of the industry are identified though the attributes and their inter-relations analysed
as the finding of the research. The role of the government in the development of the national
fleet is not supportive but active.
The GREKON MODEL can be used as tool by governments and registries:
as a tool to evaluate the attributes that contribute to the Registry’s competitiveness:. Every
registry has certain attributes. Those attributes must be identified and measured, in order to
examine options and to adopt adequate policies, subject to the market dynamics and the
international competition.
as a tool to measure competitiveness against competing registries. Registries are compared
and contrasted in terms of success, which is the carried capacity, their performance using
the Port State control criteria,and their conformity to international regulations. It can be
used as an overall approach in order to grasp the elements that can contribute to
competitiveness.
as a tool for retaining and enhancing attributes: This article justifies that the major
advantages of the Greek flag is the tonnage tax, the image/reputation and quality, and the
stability. The state should retain and enhance further the advantages of the flag. Taxation is
one of the most important criterion but not the only one. Shipowners consider a number of
factors. Thus, the Greek government should undertake policies that retain and increase
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quality, safety, and stability. The Authorising Acts is an example of good practice. Thus, it should
remain as it stands as a policy.
as a tool for stable, proactive, and flexible maritime policies: The Greek state must adopt a
clearly defined strategy for the Registry and the overall maritime sector. Learning form the
mistakes made in the past, proactiveness is required as a general approach to maritime
policy making. Flexibility refers to the policies adaptability to the shipping cycles’ phases.
The 50% board line or rule of thumb, was never applied in the decision making for the Greek
flag. Overall as an approach is reactive and out of date since the decline must firstly be
observed and then the policies adopted. It can be used though as a flexible tool if the rule is
applied subject to the key performance indicators, and that denotes the flexibility in actions
and pro-activeness.
The GREKON MODEL reveals or directs the policies that could be undertaken for the Greek
maritime industry.
CONCLUSION
Traditional flags might be dying off, but they are not dead yet!!!
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POWER TO EMPOWER
Effat Mostafa, Executive Director, Tactics Maritime Media
IMO and WISTA International’s Focus Group

Some of the key topics that the virtual event

Africa organized a webinar on 8th March

tackled included leadership traits and skills

2021 in Dubai. The theme for the panel

for success, effective mentoring in the

discussion was “Women in Leadership;

shipping industry – bottom-up approach,

Effective Mentoring in Shipping".

reverse mentoring in the era of Covid-19,
diversity – views of the male gender and
seafarers sharing experiences before and
during Covid-19.
Mostafa spoke at length about her journey in
the industry and her endeavours in shaping
the future of the shipping industry and
leading the way for younger aspiring women
professionals. She said, “As the youngest Exco
-Board Member of WISTA, it is an honour to
be speaking among women who are beacons
of success in the industry. They are indeed
women one must look up to. In an industry
that is male-dominated, such women are

As part of an esteemed panel, Effat Mostafa,
Executive Director at Tactics Creative
Communication, Managing Editor of Marasi
News and Communications Head of AWIMA
shed light on various aspects concerning the

bringing about a positive change by leading
the way for the younger lot of women who
aspire to be a part of the industry”.
Gender Equality, The Way Forward

role of women in the industry. She also

Women have an important role to play in the

launched the ‘Power to Empower’ initiative,

shipping industry and this is not limited to

an endeavour by Marasi News that will

specific sectors. Today, the industry has

enable women to achieve equal

women seafarers, who are doing the job with

opportunities in the industry.

sheer brilliance. The trend is indeed gradually
changing and women are increasingly opting

Moderated by Oritsematosan Edodo-Emore,

to be a part of the industry, though there is

Executive Member of Women In Maritime

still a long way to go.

West and Central Africa (WIMoWCA) and
Eunice Ezeoke, President of WISTA Nigeria,
the virtual event featured renowned
panelists from varied sectors in the maritime
industry.
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Mostafa explained that the shipping industry

To create an industry where women can co-

like every other sector is working tirelessly to

exist and lead companies to success, access

find the best talent, irrespective of gender.

to education, training and capacity-building

Our primary goal must be to recruit talent

as well as identifying and eliminating the

that can help enhance the growth of the

physical and social barriers are essential.

global shipping industry that was valued at
14 trillion US Dollars as of 2019. We need to

Mostafa added that there is no doubt that

quash all preconceived notions about the

women leaders can accelerate the growth of

industry and carve out a diverse, young and

the shipping industry and economies around

adaptive industry where people can thrive.

the world. With that said, first and foremost,
we must tackle these issues at a grassroots

There is no doubt that government and

level. Today, maritime academies and

private entities are doing their bit to achieve

institutions like Arab Academy for Science

gender equality in the industry. The IMO

Technology & Maritime Transport (AASTMT)

itself has taken a series of steps to

in Egypt and their branch in Sharjah, UAE

strengthen the role of women in the

are focusing on the need to inject the

shipping industry.

maritime workforce with women talents.

They are definitely leading by example and

This is where the role of mentoring the

we are seeing other entities follow this path.

younger generation is important. By

Another noteworthy effort by IMO and WISTA

nurturing young women and providing them

International is the launch of the Women in

with necessary resources to excel in the field,

Maritime – IMO and WISTA International

we are giving birth to an industry that will be

Survey 2021 that will study the proportion

renewed with women leaders of the future.

and distribution of women working in the
maritime sector. This will help us identify the

With impressive credentials and a vast

roadblocks and work towards creating an

experience in the maritime industry, Mostafa

industry where all genders are on par.

has in her decade long career continually
supported the cause of women

Leading the way

empowerment. She has utilized her

According to an analysis by the Harvard

expertise to train and mentor other women

Business Review, women outscored men on

in the industry.

most leadership competencies even during a
crisis. This showcases the transformative
power and the foresight that women
possess.
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EMPOWERED WOMEN
Ishwar Achanta, President, The Federation of
Association of Stevedores

HIS
VOICE

“Empowered women empower women” goes

Ministry, FAS has proposed to impart training

an adage and I must agree, as, over these

to Port workers by promoting diversity in the

past 35 years, I have seen women

industry by partnering with organizations in

empowering themselves and in turn,

providing a platform for women in

empower other women.

management positions, in shipping and
related maritime businesses.
We believe that women who have pursued a
career at sea and would like to return ashore
are ideal candidates to take up Managerial
positions on the waterfront, as are young
women coming out of institutions, showing a
great resolve.
I have always maintained that it is no longer
the case of organizations creating a level
playing field for women by providing an

In a business, for long dominated by men, for
reasons that I will not get into, the waterfront
has never been easy for womenfolk to enter.
This past decade has seen a change, that

environment conducive for women to rise to
leadership positions.
Nothing special needs to be done by “men”

gladdens my heart.

for “women”. A close look at our women in

For, having taken over, in July 2020, the reins

that this phenomenon is now more the

of the Federation of Association of
Stevedores, in India, the first requirement
was for us, was to write a strategy plan on
initiatives to be focused on and this includes
“Skills upgradation of Port workers &
Managers with focus on training Women in
Shipping, in partnership with WISTA &

leadership roles, across the globe will reveal
“norm” than the “exception.”
In my own space, in 1999, a wonderful
woman, joined me as my personal assistant. A
high school diploma, 3 children, a husband
on the rigs with uncertain employment are
what she came with.

Maritime SheEO”.
But she had those qualities that are so
In response to the Hon. Minister, Shri.

important- the will to learn and honest and

Mandaviya’s MOU with the Skill development

loyal to a fault.
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She became the company’s General Manager by 2004 and she managed the company of 75
people, while having another child, in that time. Her biggest achievement was in obtaining the
coveted ISO certification from DNV, leading the effort as the MR.
In 2012, she was appointed the CEO and she oversaw a JV with a foreign shipowner. Pious and
highly respected in her parish, she desired to pursue her religious passion and retired in 2017.
Her ability to manage inflated male egos, roughnecks working onboard, recalcitrant Unions,
handle clients, Ports, insurers and Principals, all learnt on the job, took a weight off me.
To all the women (and the men) reading this, one does not need to be in a MNC to realize your
dreams. All you need is a surfeit of courage of your convictions and thou shall overcome.
Godspeed.
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MY PASSION AND LOVE FOR THE
MARITIME INDUSTRY
Jane Koi, Manager Administration, Shipping Services Fiji
As a young high school graduate in late 1994,

“Empowering a person can in a big way

I landed my first holiday job with locally-

influence an individual’s personal

owned company, Shipping Services Fiji Ltd

endeavors”, and to this day, it stands true for

(SSFL). This job grew into a passion and love

me.

for an industry that over time established
recognition and respect for me by my peers.

Now more than 25 years later with an
extensive and rich work experience in the
shipping industry and as Manager
Administration for SSFL’s group of
companies; I am primarily responsible for
human resource management for over 100
employees.
My early memories in this line are of
handling containerised cargo vessel
operations for foreign-going vessels with
capacities of more than 1,000 TEUs having an
average of 20 male crew onboard. Boarding
ships and organizing cargo and vessel
clearances, handling crew change, cargo

My employer, SSFL, at that time was the

stowage planning and coordinating

exclusive shipping agent for Blue Star Line

stevedoring were rewarding experiences

who later changed ownership to P&O

with a deep appreciation of how critical the

Nedlloyd and was eventually bought out by

role of shipping and transport plays in

the then Maersk Line in 2005; now known as

facilitating approximately 90% of global

Maersk. SSFL remains the exclusive agent for

trade.

Maersk in Fiji.
“There was very minimal female presence
Being mentored and introduced to

when one would enter the port terminal

competent skills in the various areas of

facility back in those days. In the last decade

international shipping by the late and

or so, it has been encouraging to see a

virtuous Mr. Francis Hong Tiy (owner of

steady increase of women employed in the

SSFL), I, Jane Koi was able to take up roles in

industry with an evident huge majority

Sales and Marketing, Operations and

shore-based as administrators.

Administration.
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Today, I head the established Women In Maritime (Fiji) Association; a state member of the
regional Pacific Women In Maritime Association. Fiji WIMA (as it is commonly referred to) makes
every effort to recognize, empower through leadership, educate and provide network
opportunities for its members - both shore-based and seafarers.
And I would like to say that “this journey of learning, reflection and advocating continues for
me”.
Balancing work and personal life can be demanding. I have been very fortunate to have the
tremendous support of my generous employer, close associates and my immediate family to
allow me to be an agent of change in the work that I do for the love of maritime.

“BE BRAVE TO STEP OUT OF YOUR COMFORT SPACES. IF YOU FALL,
GET UP AND TRY AGAIN TILL YOU SUCCEED. ONLY YOU ARE THE
BEST VERSION OF YOURSELF, DON’T LET ANYONE TELL YOU
OTHERWISE”.

Tropical smiles and island sunshine from Suva in Fiji!
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE FOR WOMEN
IN THE MARITIME INDUSTRY
Feature on Karen Avelino, Senior VP - Cruise Operations, PTC Inc
Karen Avelino, PTC Executive Director of

As President of the Philippine Association of

Business Development for Shipping & Senior

Maritime Training Centers, Inc. (PAMTCI),

Vice President of Cruise Operations, has

where she is serving her second term. Karen

been working tirelessly for the Filipino

is leading the association in its efforts to

Maritime Professional for close to 15 years,

further elevate the quality of Philippine

being a driving force in several initiatives of

Maritime Education and Training (MET) and

the PTC Group in the areas of Business

ensure the industry’s compliance with local

Development, Training, Education and Crew

and international standards. As part of her

Development.

duties, she regularly shares her expertise
with various local and international forums
that tackle important industry topics.
She is also a member of the Women in
Shipping Panel, formed by the International
Chamber of Shipping, that is tasked with
developing global programs that will help
achieve greater diversity and gender equality
in the shipping industry workforce.
While taking charge of all these
responsibilities may seem easy for Karen, she
admits that it was not easy for her to adjust

Among the most pivotal moments that
Karen has faced in the industry came at the
onset of the global pandemic, when she was
front and center in advocating for the shared

to the male dominated maritime industry,
having come from a different industry prior
to joining the PTC Group. However, over the
years she found herself developing a passion
for the industry and in helping Filipino

interests of principals and crew members

women pursue meaningful careers in

alike in working on the repatriation of almost

maritime.

17,000 cruise line crew members. With
protocols and guidelines evolving almost

When PTC partnered with the Mapua

every week and compounding pressure from

Institute of Technology to establish the

the government sector, cruise line

Mapua-PTC College of Maritime Education

companies, families of the crew and the crew

and Training (MAPUA-PTC CMET), she

themselves, she and the rest of the PTC team

engaged with female students to motivate

were able to successfully bring home the
repatriated crew members safely.
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them to excel in their maritime studies.
She also made sure that these female cadets were given equal opportunity when presented to
principals for shipboard training and for employment. As a result, many of these women are
now sailing as officers onboard and are paving the way for the next generation of female
maritime professionals.
"I believe that women can make a huge difference in the maritime industry,” shares Karen.
"Women put the passion in compassion because of their empathetic nature. Passion and
compassion are natural traits that make women accomplish tasks seriously, with sincerity and a
heartfelt desire to deliver good results, whatever the challenge may be”.
"Today's women are fearless, they are not daunted by modern-day challenges,” she continues.
“The only thing that stands in the way of women is access to opportunities, and we hope more
companies will be encouraged to open greater opportunities for more women. Women are a life
source; as mothers, women nurture their children. And at work, women can be trusted to care
for and nurture the company, its businesses and, most especially, its people”.

MANY OF THESE WOMEN ARE NOW SAILING AS OFFICERS
ONBOARD AND ARE PAVING THE WAY FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
OF FEMALE MARITIME PROFESSIONALS

WOMEN
NEED A SEAT
AT THE
DISCUSSION
TABLE.
@
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DEFINING
SUCCESS ON
IREM'S OWN
TERMS
Irem Gokmen, Area Sales Director,
AMB & India, Wilhelmsen Ships
Service, Dubai

Please share with us little about yourself and

crucial thing here is how to shift their

the phenomenal work you have been doing?

priorities and perspectives from being an
individual player to a leader. This transition

I am Irem Gokmen, Turkish and living in

can be challenging or even anxiety-

Dubai. I head the Marine Products in

provoking for many young leaders in any

Wilhelmsen Ships Service as Area Sales

industry.

Director, AMB & India. I have been with the
maritime industry for 15 years, leading
various facets of General Operations, Finance

Share your thoughts on how mentoring

and Sales.

young females is viewed as the best way to
bridge the generation gap.

According to you, what is the most

First, I believe we have gone over the times

challenging task for the young leaders in the

where “we need” to mentor females. Females

maritime industry?

are self-driven, enthusiastic and innovative.
We have proven that females are much

Leadership is a mindset, a skill, and a

better at communication, willing to

discipline which I believe can be learned and

challenge the tradition or status quo, they

improved with practice, ideally in a context

are more open-minded and change oriented.

that provides opportunities for feedback and

The primary thing that comes to my mind is

reflection. For the young leaders, the most

supporting them with equality, similar as we
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would do to a male peer or colleague.
Yet, if we speak about mentoring women,
then leaders need to create a corporate
culture with vertical and horizontal career
growth; coaching them in continuous
learning and political navigation, especially
for the females who work hard and expect
respect for their personal values in return.

Finding a steadiness betwixt demands of
work and family is a common issue. How do
you keep up to being a professional woman
and a mother at the same time?
I can confidently say that I do not confuse
having a career with having a life, as my
priority is my family and I always believe that
“a happy mother is a good mother”. So I

There’s still a lingering stigma about

suggest to every woman to do the job that

working at sea that it’s a man's world. How

makes them happy so that they can reflect

can we exceed such stigma?

their positive energy to their families as well.
Another suggestion is letting go of the guilt

There are many ways that can help us

of “not being a good mother due to your

enhance the recruitment and retention of

career” as this eats away at you, disrupts your

women in the maritime industry, as well as

thinking, affects your mood and impedes

breakdown any stigma associated with it.

being present.

Shift in the sector can be achieved with the
unified efforts that involve promotion by

And this is where an organization should also

industry and government bodies with

take responsibility, to ensure that their

enhanced training opportunities and efforts

employees, both male and female, can

by the shipping industry to demonstrate the

balance their work and personal life. A family

value that gender diversity brings to worker

needs the father as much as it needs a

performance. Strong female role models can

mother. A happy and stress-free employee

also help in shifting the maritime industry

will also lead to a culture of care and mutual

and making it a more viable career option for

support for employees in the office. Multiple

many women. Also, improving conditions for

researches have confirmed that this has a

women at sea is a key in this shift like

direct link to the effectiveness of an

adjusting working and rest hours,

employee and also raises possibilities for

accommodation conditions, pay, leave

innovative ideas in day-to-day routines.

entitlements as well as establishing highprofile harassment policies.
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What further actions ought to be taken by

All in all, what would you recommend our

the companies to alleviate the gender gap

women leaders who are devoted to take a

and promote equality?

bold step towards creating a global change?

Commitment to gender inclusion from the

Women leaders in the maritime industry,

top management of the Companies is the

being a role model, need to encourage and

key here. They must include it in the

support other women to pursue and take up

Company policies, systems and processes

positions in the industry. Let us all be visible,

which will play a big role in changing

raise our voices and embrace the change to

attitudes towards recruitment of women as

be able to move the “Women-maritime

seafarers.

industry” forward.
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THE NEXT CHAPTER IN SHIPPING:
TECHNOLOGY AND GEN Z
Zohra Chataiwala, Junior Executive, Lancer Container Lines Ltd.
The shipping industry is currently in a phase

industry in the minds of the young

of exploring new technologies to increase

generation by educating them about how

the efficiency and integrate supply chain.

vital a role the shipping industry plays in the
global trade.

I have personally noticed that the shipping
industry has a huge scope for technological

From the orange juice you have for breakfast,

advancements. Industries similar to us in size

to the car you drive and the very computer

have integrated technology in a much better

which I am typing on, all have once been in a

way that has helped revolutionize the

shipping container, on a ship and on its way

industry and made it the market standard.

from where it is made to the end user. This is

Manufacturing, airlines, banking & finance

how important our industry is and it can be a

and online retail have changed the game

vibrant and technologically advanced

altogether with the help of technology which

industry. What we need right now are more

in turn has made these industries more

young people in the system while allowing

relevant and accessible than ever before.

them to do what they do best - giving rise to
something innovative.
Celebrating the success of the industry
would play a huge role in itself for attracting
more Gen Z. Promoting different areas of the
shipping industry, and looking at it as a fun
place to work in, could be another way of
attracting more people. However, if we look
at it realistically, cruises would have an easier
way of promoting itself as compared to
tanker operators and bulk carriers as they are
the ones that would face the real challenge.
For the promotional and educational aspect,

The younger generation is not involved in

we need to imitate the way people engage

the shipping industry to the degree it is

these days that is through social media.

involved in other industries and that is

Recruitment, promotions,

because the shipping industry is presumed
to be old and boring, which I feel is not the
case. We need to change the picture of the
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establishing a brand and what not, the one

This change would in turn lead to less errors,

answer to all this would be - social media.

quicker processing and more efficiency,

Creative pictures, interesting captions,

hence it is highly required. But on the flip

engaging videos, that is the way to get

side, the pandemic has also highlighted that

attention, especially from the ones who are

digitization comes with an increased cyber

just entering the industry. The main goal

security risk which has the potential to

here is to advertise the shipping industry as a

shatter supply chains in the global maritime

reliable place to be in for new minds.

trade.

If you compare the shipping industry with

We live in strange times, with the virus still

the rest of the industries present, you’ll see

among us, we, as an industry, play a very vital

that this industry is the most labour

role in servicing the global economy.

intensive industry. The reason behind this
could be the lack of technological

Ours is an ever-growing industry which is just

advancement.

on its way to flourish even further. So buckle
up! There is still a lot of advancement that is

Automation is the future. If you notice, the

coming our way even though we do not see

next generation is all about creativity and

it now.

technology, so it would be best if we are
prepared as our industry might take a leap
towards being tech savvy in the coming
years.

CELEBRATING THE SUCCESS OF THE INDUSTRY WOULD PLAY A
HUGE ROLE IN ITSELF FOR ATTRACTING MORE GEN Z.

DIVERSITY
INITIATIVES
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REDO- RESEARCHING SOCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY ONBOARD
Cajsa Jersler Fransson, Project Manager, Swedish Maritime
Administration
Background

Research Institutes of Sweden and the

When the #metoo movement became viral

Swedish Maritime Administration with a

in the world, women in shipping in Sweden

vision to improve the social work

started their own appeal that raised a large

environment from a gender equality

number of issues concerning the social work

perspective. The purpose of REDO is to create

environment onboard which became the

a safe and inclusive shipping industry where

starting point for the initiative Fair Winds in

more women will want to apply for jobs at

2018.

sea and feel motivated and inspired to stay. It
is an approach that needs to include
everyone, from top management to every
employee.
REDO- the work so far
As the first REDO (Recruitment Equality and
Diversity Opportunities) closes up our project
after one and a half year we have a lot of
answers but even more questions.
With 348 women replying to our survey and
24 interviews we get a good picture of how it

Fair Winds is a collaboration between

is to be a woman working onboard today.

industry association/ employers´

Sadly harassments, master suppression

organisation, trade unions, academia,

techniques and discrimination is part of

authorities, student associations and non-

everyday life onboard. But we see a clear

profit organisations in the Swedish shipping

culture change from the women embarking

sector with an objective to create a shipping

on their careers in the 80's to the ones that

sector with world class work environment

are just starting out theirs now.

with a zero vision of harassment and
discrimination for everyone working in the

Cultural change

shipping sector in Sweden.

The cultural change is in the report
represented by three personas.

Supported by the Fair Winds, research
project REDO (Recruitment Equality &

Karin who started her career in the 80's

Diversity Opportunities) started in January

worked her way up at a young age. She was

2020 in a collaboration between RISE
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taken good care of as she was seen as a

To move the culture

daughter figure. She was rare as a unicorn

We need to move the culture in the shipping

and treated well. Once she became an

industry to fight harassment and excluding

officer she knew that she would not be

behavior.

treated the same and she accepted that as
long as she was treated with respect. With

We have benchmarked in other industries as

her experience there were not many who

well as within our own and the most

questioned her authority.

successful concept seems to be working
both top-down and bottom up at the same

Anna is in her 40s now and had started her

time. From high up in the hierarchy, the no-

career at sea at a time when Sweden

tolerance for harassment must be claimed

introduced the “fast track” to becoming an

and the consequences must be forceful. At

officer. Four years of studies and internship

the same time the understanding of what it

gives you a mate’s license and this was

means to be inclusive needs to be spoken

frowned upon by the crew and was looked

about on every ship by everyone!

upon as cheating. Anna had a tough
environment as she was a threat both as a

The Captain is the culture bearer onboard

woman but also to the old ways. She is

and as such has the sole responsibility of

rebellious and wants to go her own way and

creating an inclusive and fair culture

in an environment where the men benefit

onboard. That she/he lives the company's

from adapting to the old culture, she is

values and policies are absolutely crucial.

exposed to both direct harassment, abuse
and a macho culture that is trying to shut

The under-represented people should not be

her out. She has many coping techniques

responsible for the change. As a woman in a

and is among the few women who stayed.

male dominated workforce, she is often

She has developed a thick skin and

given the responsibility of creating diversity

normalized the culture and became a part of

but that is never the way to go. Everyone has

it.

to work together! And the power lies with
the majority.

Julia, the young and fierce mate has grown
up knowing her rights. She was a high

To have thick skin

performer at school. She is advocating

Is having thick skin a qualification for a

women’s rights and is actively taking a

woman to get into shipping or is it

stand. Shipping companies hire women and

something you get along the way?

men with the same qualifications and even
though there are harassments and

All of the women that we spoke to,

discrimination still going on, she is confident

emphasize that “thick skin” is required to

that the shipping company would act on the

make it in the maritime industry. It may

reports they receive. For her the #The

differ a little bit on what you put into the

metoo movement has helped her to stand

expression but it is agreed that you should

her grounds.

be able to stand up for yourself, not take
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“things” personally and go with the culture.

their toddlers after work and that too when

So what is it in the culture that you need to

the kid is tired and hungry, the sea-mum has

adapt to? That you can´t take personally?

all the time in the world going to the park

According to our study it is everything from

and playing half of the week. Let´s show

diminishing, misogynistic jokes and master

that!

suppression techniques to psychological
and physical sexual harassment. To hang in

A case

there and get hardened is often the way to

We picked a fraction of the industry to study

earn your place among the crew and get

further, the boatmen driving the pilot boats.

accepted.

In Sweden 7 out of 178 boatmen are female.
Looking into the issue we saw that the

Add more women

answer as so often lies with the recruitment

In the study it is clear that we need to focus

base. But in this particular case the

on retaining the women already in the

recruitment base is not possible to increase.

business. It is they who are the role models

In fact the recruitment base of both women

of tomorrow's female seafarers. But we also

and men will soon be empty. Hence the

need to let women know about the

solution to this problem will be to create a

opportunities of working ín the shipping

“fast track” education (already stipulated in

industry. Making the industry visible is the

STCW but never set into motion in Sweden),

key to creating a diverse workforce. “What

this solution will not only bring more women

you see you can be” is a well-known piece of

into the business but also bring young men

advice and to achieve that we need both

and create resilience in the recruitment base.

visibility as an industry but also showing
women in it!

End of the beginning
The project has taught us so much about the

Work-life balance

mechanisms that means go or no-go for

It is no small surprise that the family

women. Knowing all that, we now embark on

situation has a big impact on women in their

a journey of doing something about it. We

pursuit of a career. We see that the choice of

see so many points of interest in which we

going ashore often is influenced by others

like to dig deeper, find tools to overcome and

claiming that a mother should not be

test if we little by little can make a change.

onboard. Both on the ship and ashore
among friends, family and acquaintances
the mothers who work at sea are often
called bad. Everybody seems to have an
opinion on how a good mother should be
but we also listen to the women who
stayed. They are talking about the quality
time they get with their kids, being home
half of their childhood years. While an
average parent only gets to hang out with

Let's turn this ship around and make the
shipping industry a diverse and including
place to work! The REDO report was
launched on the 1st May 2021.
The project was financed by The Swedish
Transport Administration. A cooperation
between Rise (Research Institutes of
Sweden) and SMA Swedish Maritime
Administration
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SEACODE – A VOICE FOR CHANGE
FOR EVERYONE IN MARITIME
Clarry Taylor - Venture Analyst, Shell
SeaCode is a digital platform with a mission to support people who face difficult situations at
work and tackle these problems together.
The Case for Change

together with BW LNG and Shell hosted an

Today only 2% of the world’s 1.2 million

innovation challenge called “The Women in

seafarers are women and 94% of these work

Maritime Labs”. The competition asked

in the cruise sector. Unfortunately, in

applicants to submit digital solutions that

addition to the challenge of being away at

could either encourage women to join the

sea, many of these women face issues of
discrimination and harassment and may
struggle to succeed in their chosen career.

industry or help those currently in the
industry. The prize was that the companies
would develop the winning idea into a “proof
of concept” product which would be trialled
for its success.

In early 2020, Hafnia conducted a survey to
better understand the conditions faced by
women working in the maritime industry.
48% of the respondents knew of instances
where individuals had not been taken
seriously because of their gender and they
believed that less than 10% of senior roles in
the industry are filled by women.
The results motivated Hafnia to seek
solutions to help women in maritime. Hafnia,
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The Women in Maritime Labs

Seven great ideas made it to the final which

There were three stages to the competition.

was a 3 day hackathon. During this time the

The first stage was to crowdsource ideas: the

teams were supported in refining their ideas

companies invited anyone and everyone to

and were able to participate in sessions on

share their ideas about how to help women.

innovation theory, customer centricity and

The companies were overwhelmed with how

entrepreneurialism. They also heard from

many ideas were submitted (almost 60) and

influential speakers in the start-up world.

the quality of ideas.
On the final day, contestants presented their
Although there was a huge variety of ideas

“pitches” to a panel of judges –

submitted, they centred around five key

representatives from Shell, Hafnia and BW

themes:

Group leadership. All the teams delivered

networking and digital platforms to

excellent presentations and it was difficult to

connect women

choose a winner.

policy related issues (such as better
fitting PPE for women and maternity

The winning idea was SeaCode!

leave)

SeaCode is a holistic solution designed to

tackling discrimination and harassment

tackle harassment, bullying and other

recruiting women into the industry

inappropriate workplace behaviours in the

training women and enabling career

maritime industry by giving people a voice

progression.

and a safe space to share their experiences.
Although initially designed for women, the
scope has expanded to include all genders
and all workplace challenges so that we can
see the full picture.
The SeaCode Team
SeaCode was formed from a collaboration
between two teams – SheFarers, a voluntary
mentoring platform based in Turkey, and a
team from Shell, SheSure.
SheFarers
SheFarers Platform in Turkey was
established in 2019 and provides a voluntary
mentorship program to women seafarers
and the young generation in the Turkish and
global maritime industry.
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the same problems that we encountered and
fought for ten years ago. In our hearts we
realized that we needed to do something
now and make the change! Indeed, who will
make this change if we don’t now?
Therefore, we stepped up, brainstormed
and applied to the Women in Maritime Lab
Competition with the “SeaCode” antiharassment solution app idea. Our main goal
was to solve a unique problem for women
seafarers by using digital technology.

As Ayşe Asli Başak explains: At the SheFarers
Platform, we receive a lot of feedback from
women seafarers. We hear about their
harassment cases on board and these often
result in them getting serious depression
and/or quitting their jobs. These women
don’t speak up about their cases or tell their
employers, who remain in the dark. Instead,
they keep silent and seek therapy to help
them recover.
Women seafarers mainly hide their

It was a big dream for us and now it has
become a reality. The dream to create a safe
environment at sea by removing boundaries
and ending discrimination.
We were so glad to merge with the Shell
team during the hackathon and through our
collaboration we have become an amazing
team. We sincerely believe that SeaCode is
not only an initiative, it is a ‘necessity’ for the
maritime industry. SeaCode could save a
person’s life, help them, make them feel like

harassment and mobbing cases because

they are not alone, or change their career in

they fear losing their jobs. Thus, since their

a positive way.”

companies don’t hear about their cases, they
can’t take the necessary corrective and
preventive actions.
Young female cadets also have many
concerns about the future of their sea
careers: “What if I face harassment onboard?
How will I react?”. “Is a job onboard a ship
suitable for a woman?”.
As co-founders of SheFarers we just couldn’t
stay silent against such problems because
we did not want our maritime sisters to face
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SheSure

build a community that breaks the stigma of

SheSure’s idea came from the team’s first-

speaking up and offers support to anyone

hand experience of working onboard ships,

and everyone in their time of need.

managing crew welfare and experiencing
harassment. They noticed that although

Secondly, Seacode includes a resources

many people experienced harassment or

section as well as a list of organisations

bullying, they lacked the support and means

people can reach out to in times of need.

necessary to report their cases. As such,
SheSure came up with the idea to create an

Finally, SeaCode will provide industry leaders

anonymous platform which can be used by

with the information they need to enact

people to share their experiences. SheSure’s

change. We do that by translating people’s

mission was to give people a voice and build

stories into a data-driven overview of the

a supportive community where people could

types and frequency of workplace problems,

share guidance and strength. Hence, they

thereby enabling industry leaders to take

were motivated to join the competition to

decisions and make effective policy that can

turn their idea into action and change

end harassment and bullying.

attitudes and behaviours in the maritime
industry.

SeaCode takes a holistic approach that
unites all members of the maritime

In 2021, the team also partnered with a

community so that together we can make

Singaporean-based startup, Ivory, who are

the maritime industry a safer place to work.

simultaneously on a mission to provide a
voice to the voiceless across different
industries and different geographies.
How SeaCode works
SeaCode aims to solve three key problems.
Firstly, we know that people don’t speak up
about their work-related problems because
either they face a culture of toleration at
work or because they fear inaction,
retribution, or worse, losing their jobs.
Seacode has an anonymous free text box
which allows people to share their
experiences, in a safe way and these stories
can be read on a story “wall” allowing for
shared empathy and understanding.
Together, the vision of Seacode is that we can
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QUOTES FROM OUR
LEADING WOMEN

The ship is another planet. The woman seafarer faces
the same problems but not exactly the same
challenges.
- Dr Katerina Konsta, World Maritime Academy

“Leaders become great not because of their power but
because of their ability to empower others. Female
leaders can empower other women. Keep influencing
and inspiring the women in the shipping industry.”
- Anna Kaparaki, Solicitor at Mackinnons Solicitors LLP

One woman president could have been seen as a show
or project – but two, one after the other, is indisputable
evidence of that change.
- Şadan Kaptanoğlu, new BIMCO president says of her
2021 successor, Sabrina Chao.

Inclusivity doesn't just apply to women who are in
position of power. It's a mentality - inclusion of women,
different generations, and youth - to have in
management strategies.
- Capt. Ayse Asli Basak, Founder, SheFarers
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DARING TRADITIONS,
WOMEN AT SOUTH
ASIA GATEWAY
TERMINALS TRAIL
BLAZE NONCONVENTIONAL ROLES
Located at Port of Colombo, Sri Lanka, Empowering Women is one of their core policies.
Let's learn more about how they have set the bar high for the port sector

Described traditionally as a masculine sector,

full implementation and integration of an

the maritime and logistics industry hasn’t

ERP system to streamline activities of

always been the first contender for female

different functions to achieve a common

employment. Perceptions of physical and

objective and drive efficiencies. With over 13

manual job roles have discouraged females

years of experience at SAGT, Thanuja was

from exploring career opportunities and has
led to an average of only 4% of female
participation in the industry globally.
Although camouflaged by perception, the

recently appointed as Deputy General
Manager – Finance and is the first female at
SAGT to be part of the senior management
team of the organization.

maritime and logistics industry has evolved
over the years to offer exciting prospects for
females daring to challenge traditions and
create career opportunities in nonconventional roles.
South Asia Gateway Terminals (SAGT) in the
Port of Colombo remains at the forefront of
enhancing its capabilities through increased
female participation in driving its business.
Thanuja Moratuwa joined the company in
2007 as Finance Manager. During her career
at SAGT, she was instrumental in the

Thanuja Moratuwa
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Ayesha Abeyratne, Executive Engineering

Navigating through stereotyping, Kaushani

Planner was the first female engineer to be

Perera first joined SAGT as an intern

hired into SAGT’s engineering department in

attached to the Commercial and Marketing

2019. As a fresh mechanical engineering

department back in 2017. Following the

graduate, she was entrusted with the task of

completion of the internship, Kaushani

introducing and implementing a new system
to improve the efficiency of crane
maintenance planning. Ayesha was quick to
prove her stride and establish herself within
the organization as an integral team
member.

joined the SAGT Health, Safety and
Environmental team in 2018 and continues
to be the only female team member within
the 5-member team responsible for health
and safety. Having studied logistic
management initially, Kaushani completed
a diploma in Health and Safety offered by
the National Institute for Occupation Safety
and Health allowing her to enhance her
contribution to the company. She was also
a vital member of a cross functional team
responsible for implementing a lock out
and tag out system for the safe and
responsible storing and assignment of
equipment. Kaushani’s experience at SAGT

Ayesha Abeyratne & Hansika Sandeepanie

has also encouraged her to enhance her
personal skills through her involvement as

Hansika Sandeepanie was the second female

a Toastmaster.

engineer to join the SAGT engineering
department in 2019 as an Engineering
Planner. She holds a degree in electrical
engineering and is part of a 3-member team
responsible for the maintenance and upkeep
of all equipment to ensure efficient
operations in the yard and quay side.
The success of the two female engineers has
inspired other females to shift paradigms and
venture into these non-conventional roles.
Kaushani Perera

Having materialized the benefits of the female team members at SAGT, the company continues
to actively enhance female participation within its workforce. SAGT has introduced an
internship program targeting female candidates and leverages local sport sponsorships to
develop and canvass potential candidates.
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WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH ..
LOOK FOR NEW GROWTH
Meera Kumar, CBO, Diabos
We had bought a beautiful penthouse

be the pain of this case or should it be

overlooking the sea - our first house (on loan)

something wonderful that I make happen?

and we were stuck with a nasty defaulting
tenant and a court case to evict him. Stuff of

That gave me the courage to apply for the

nightmares for law-abiding types like us to

ICS exams then and there - I ambitiously

navigate; at the same time, I was managing a

applied for all exams at one shot and the

full-fledged shipping agency division and

fatigue and stress of the day vanished as I sat

had 12 hour working days and large teams to

to study at midnight for an hour every day -

support. My daughter was 7 years old and

after all my other roles were done and the

needed plenty of attention too. The stress of

home was a quiet haven. I discovered that

the unwanted court case tipped over an

when times are tough what we actually crave

already full plate and my head was full of

is something to help us not overthink -

stress and worry.

something productive and new, to do for a
better future.
I aced all my papers and won the prize for
highest marks in Liner trades, my pride and
my joy were indescribable. Somewhere along
the way we also won the court case and got
our apartment back - then sold it profitably
since it had too many bad memories.
Today 15 years later the predominant
memory of that period is not my court case
or work stress or family stress- it's the great
examination result, the visit to London to
receive my prize from the Mayor and many

At one point I sat down and asked myself
what I could do to be happier. The case was
not in my control - I had to trust the process
of the law, the stress worry, and constant
hashing over of moves and counter-moves
was leading to an unhappy me-- I asked
myself- 10 years from now what should be
my topmost memory of this time? Should it

happy years as a member and now a fellow of
the institute.
Maybe we all need to build some happy
memories for how we look back at 2020 and
2021 - ten years from now....what will define
these years for us?
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DREAM BIG !
Yasmina Rauber, Founder, YasCoaching.com
During these uncertain times, I would like to

impossible, what would you love to do, be, or

invite you to DREAM. As a woman in

have? And if it does feel impossible, just

leadership in the maritime industry you

remember that everything first begins as an

surely have some dreams.

idea, or as a thought. So dare to dream What if you could? And what would it take?
When John F. Kennedy was contemplating
this idea of putting a man on the moon, he
said to one of the premier scientists, "What
would it take? What would it take to plant a
man on the moon and return him safely to
earth within the next 10 years?" At that time,
the technology did not exist, the buildings
did not exist, nothing existed to even think
that that was a possibility. Wernher von
Braun, the premier scientist at that time,
answered with this: "The will to do it”. He

What has stopped you up until now to reach

knew that once they made the decision to go

them?

ahead, they would figure out the rest. They

Do you have a crystal clear VISION of your

would figure out the money, they would

dream life?

figure out the technology, but it required the

Do you know what your longing and

will to do it.

discontent is?
Do you have some feelings of fear doubt,

It is the same with our dreams. We must be

or worry? Would you like to replace them

committed. Once we do, that is when the

with clarity and confidence?

resources, the ideas, the technologies

Do you know what “inspired action” you

required for the fruition of that dream will

can take to make fast, consistent progress

come into play.

towards your vision?
We must be willing to take action in the
Your dreams, your visions, your ideas right

absence of knowing all the steps if we want

now might feel impossible, or maybe you

to have our dream. What is your "moon

cannot imagine actually seeing them come

landing"? If you would love to spend some

to fruition. Quite often, we have a dream or

time getting crystal clear on your vision, learn

an idea and decide that it would be

the proven mindset tools to bring it to

impossible to realize, so we stop dreaming or

fruition. Start living your dreams!

dismiss our own ideas. Start dreaming - what
would you love? If it does not seem
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ENDLESS OCEAN – SHE SCALES
Kuljit Anand, General Manager – Procurement & Business Strategist,
M+R Logistics India Pvt Ltd
"SHE” – the word itself encompasses

There is no denial we have come a long way

strength and stature. She proudly carries a

from a period where girls were considered as

life in her and with the same ease she

‘cannot carry family name forward' – to today

juggles between her many roles, Including

where girls bring ‘name and fame’ to the

that of being a career woman. From a time

family.

when working women were few (and that
too in the shipping and maritime industry) to

As for me coming from a Conservative Sikh

a time where we have women oriented

family, it was a Paradigm Shift from being

maritime social groups like WISTA and the

brought up with traditional teachings that

recently launched Maritime SheEO.

women are Home Makers and men the
Breadwinners to step out in the Career
World and embark on a path of Self Evolve.
With the initial rounds of convincing self on I can do it and family in believing - SHE can
do it, "there was no stopping’ from either. My
Mother my first MBA teacher, taught me the
word "Outsource”. SHE wanted me to pursue
a career all other household requirements
could be Outsourced.
Here were "My Wings” given by my Family
and then I embarked on a career on the
Wings of the Eagle – APL (APL Logo was

Woman participation in the Maritime

Eagle). Whoever thought that the Girl who

industry is now pushing beyond the

used to always be in awe of the beaches and

horizons, not only the office going women at

sea, will eventually be in a career with the

the helm like Dr Malini Shankar (former DG

Ocean. APL accepted an absolute novice in

Shipping) and Mrs. HK Joshi (CMD Shipping

their family of very helpful, patient and

Corporation of India) but also to erstwhile

mentoring Seniors and Peers.

totally Male dominated arenas examples like
Reshma Nilofer - 1st Indian Woman Pilot;

APL Bosses’ empathetic approach on the loss

Sonali Banerjee – 1st Marine Engineer. They

of my greatest asset, my Father helped me a

are the role models that glorify not only

great deal in moving forward. I pursued my

onshore achievements but also many more

MBA in Marketing Management which would

avenues that the Maritime Industry

not have been possible without the

encompasses to Sail on.
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coaching and support of the APL family.

journey have only been reinforced through

Starting as a Customer Service Executive,

the years, making me stronger, even the

recognition was always forthcoming, till I

winds have been changed or when need be

quit APL as Sales Manager, West Region, for

challenged same was a collaborative attempt

a more challenging and responsible role in

to the direction where I could soar higher.

another dimension of shipping.
My advice to the young women aspiring for a
Of course it was not easy and after a lot of

career in the Maritime industry is that when

contemplations and telling those Industry

you embark on an ocean voyage , there will

Peers who thought freight forwarding was

be days of smooth sailings and also rough

not for those with Shipping Line background.

seas, the skill is in adjusting the sails, tighten

In 2010 after an awesome 13 years with APL,

the ropes, stay affirmative and learn to swim

came my shift from Shipping Line career into

in all weathers – well. The Shipping Industry

the freight forwarding field. I joined Kuehne

promises continuous learning and lots of

+ Nagel as Sr. Manager Pricing For USA and

excitement and career opportunities.

Canada. I was driven by the thoughts of “let
me learn from my experiences”. After all,

For the Young Women, My Mantra - “If the

‘Change is the only Constant’ and ‘Change

Sky's the Limit – The Ocean is deep and

brings about Challenges’ and ‘Challenges

Endless”. Success waves are possible only in

keeps you and your creativity alive’.

an ocean, enjoy the surfboard fun

So freight forwarding it was from Kuehne +
Nagel; my next move was in 2014 to become
a representative of Hong Kong freight
forwarding in India with Hecny Group
(Strategic Alliance Dart Global) and now my
current assignment is with M+R Logistics
India (member of M+R Speedag Group).
There have been equal opportunities to
perform and performance recognition is
never a constraint.
No Success is isolated, there is always a team
– A Boss and Senior who has trusted and
nurtured your potential, colleagues and
peers who stood through your success and
failures. Friends and family lending their
unconditional support . An ideal you follow
and not to forget ‘Your Belief in you’.
The Wings I put on when I embarked on the

negotiating those waves!
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ENTER THE ARENA & “DARE TO
LEAD LIKE A GIRL”
Gina Panayiotou, Founder & CVO Oceans Arena

If you have not yet watched Dalia Feldheim’s
Ted Talk “Dare to Lead Like a Girl,” check it
out for a dose of empowerment and
inspiration.
Being one of my favourite TED Talks, not only
do I strongly resonate, as Dalia talks about
how one of her bosses stigmatises her for
being a “girl” i.e., bringing passion and soul
to her work, it also sends out a strong
message to all, that it is about time we
redefine “run like a girl” - “punch like a girl” –
“cry like a girl” and any undermining
connotation of doing things “like a girl.”

run as a child and entering the adulthood
and workforce “Arena,” women accumulate a

Somewhere along the line of learning how to

heavy burden to act less as a girl, essentially
less like themselves; especially so if they bear
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this “disease” called ambition. We are taught

needed that you can bring to any table, from

to believe that we need to draw further apart

boards and parliament to homes and

from who we are in order to become more

communities. If you need proof, look at the

like a “leader.” With the word leader being

nations who have most successfully

masculine, the term portrayed as a male and

managed the COVID-19 crisis, most led by a

with Forbes’ list of the 15 most powerful

girl and managed “like a girl!”

featuring only one female, it comes as no
surprise that women are induced to perceive

What the world needs now is NOT more

leadership as acting in a specific way i.e. not

women “leaders;” it needs more

“as a girl”. In fact, if you try acting any other

“LEADERESSES,” women being part of the

way not only will you encounter resistance,

definition of leadership. We need to brand

sometimes you are induced to doubt yourself

women as leaders, help them not only

to such an extent, that you don’t even realise

acknowledge their potential but unleash the

where you lost your true self along the way.

true powers of their identity. And yes, it takes
courage to go against common beliefs, to

At a time where the world came together to

remain unaffected when your potential is

agree on 17 global problems facing our

being defined as a limitation; but what if you

planet, namely the Sustainable Development

found your “Why?” That why allows you to

Goals (SDGs), with gender equality featured

remain fearless in this mission of going after

as Goal 5, never has a time been most suited

your dreams as your true self.

to demonstrate the need for genuinely
embracing diversity.

Find somebody who inspires you, a mentor,
an accountability partner, a brand strategist,

To solve these challenges and make this

a coach or if you prefer books like Simon

planet a better place, we need everybody to

Sinek’s “Start with WHY,” to get on the right

be truly engaged; and engagement can only

track.

be achieved when people feel free to be
themselves, to create, innovate, be respected

Do it for yourself to find fulfilment, do it for

and valued for their individuality. If “acting

your children, family, friends, colleagues and

like a girl” is a limitation, it would be very

for every person out there who feel lost in

depressing to accept that 50% of the world's

the battle, last but not least, do it for our

populations have limitations in their

world that deserves all of us to give it our all.

contribution towards tackling these goals.
So now “like a girl,” or “like a boy” or like
So here is a crazy thought; what if we

anything you identify as, enter the Arena and

rebrand “acting like a girl,” to mean reach

illuminate the stage!

your full potential? Embracing your gender
and subsequently your true identity, as the
most powerful tool to lead and the most
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QUOTES FROM SEAFARERS
IN THE PHILIPPINES

Seafaring can be very demanding, but it will allow you to
realize your strengths as a person.
- 3/E Micah De Guzman, Grindrod Shipping

Female seafarers should always have a voice in any given
situation. If you are doing your job right, be confident and
continue to do your job well.
- 3/O Jennifer Buloron, Exmar Shipmanagement

Seafaring has its complexities, but if you are determined
to navigate the extra mile, you can achieve your goals and
fulfill your aspirations in life.”
- 4/M Leslie Evardone, Seaspan Shipmanagement

Seafaring as a career path for women is challenging but
definitely worth it.
- 2/O Adelyne Aquino, MCC Palawan, Jebsen PTC

Women have so much to offer this industry and have such
great potential to move the world.
- 3/O Angela Manaog, IVS Grindrod
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IN CONVERSATION WITH
IMPRESSIVE LADIES OF MARITIME
ground-floor for a successful career!

GINA DARSAKLI –
CHIEF OFFICER –
SPRINGFIELD
SHIPPING CO.
PANAMA

For the next 5 years, what are the most
urgent qualities needed for maritime
leadership?

If you have ONE message for the aspiring

Regarding the human element on board

women in the room, who are interested in a

ships, it’s essential to have soft skills and

leadership career in the maritime & logistics

technical skills. Qualities and values such as

sector, what would that be?

honesty and integrity, empathy are key. They
enable you to understand other people’s

You cannot expect to reach the top from day

needs, emotions and motivations from a

one! Be patient, and when you are

deeper perspective to create a better

professionally ready, the market will absorb

working environment.

you. Always set your targets from the very
beginning, study, work hard, adopt new

Creativity and lifelong learning are

skills, and try to be a step ahead to gain a

mandatory. Shipping is not a “fix” industry

competitive advantage! Imagine where you

with specific demands, you need to learn and

want to be and what you want to do, work

quickly adapt to new equipment, new rules

hard and don’t give up in disappointment! All

and regulations and be resilient and

the barriers are just a challenge that you

energetic!

need to overcome in order to prepare the
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NATIA
MIMINOSHVILI,
HEAD OF
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS,
MARITIME
TRANSPORT
AGENCY OF
GEORGIA
If you have ONE message for the aspiring

for others to share their ideas where
appropriate. Be willing to listen and
genuinely consider what others tell you. Most
importantly, you are in a position to make a
difference in terms of gender equality and
give more and more opportunities to women
as diversity is better; it’s better for teamwork,
better for leadership - and better for
commercial performance.

women in the room, who are interested in a
leadership career in the maritime & logistics
sector, what would that be?

For the next 5 years, what are the most

Given the massive size of this career field, it

leadership?

shouldn’t come as a surprise that there’s a
pretty steady demand for skilled
professionals. However, it can be a highpressure career and therefore dedication,
hard work and consistency shall be the tools
for you to become successful maritime

urgent qualities needed for maritime

I would say that we are now witnessing
unprecedented changes in the maritime
field which are connected to new
technologies and other digital opportunities.
Therefore, in these times of emerging

professionals.

technologies and digitalization, it is vital to

The maritime world is changing. And for the

in these new trends. We can say this not only

better. Exciting and rewarding career
opportunities are opening up for women and

follow and become more and more involved
in the maritime field but regarding almost all
other leading fields.

a new generation of strong and talented
women are responding. They prove that in

Being technologically savvy, engaging

today’s world the maritime industries are for

towards new challenges, upstanding and

everyone. It’s not about your gender, it’s

empowering are the key qualities for

about what you can do.

maritime leadership.

If you have ONE message for senior
management in the room, male or female,
what would that be?
Call upon yourself to be more empowering.
Leaders should empower others. You should
place confidence in your subordinates and
give them the freedom to do their jobs well
and get better. You should also allow space

ANNA ZANANIAN,
DIRECTOR,
POSEIDON
CREWING AGENCY
If you have ONE message for the aspiring
women in the room, who are interested in a
leadership career in the maritime &
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logistics sector, what would that be?

best to give them a chance to perform in the
fields that they choose as professional

We women nowadays live in the new world.

careers.

If in the past our mothers and grandmothers
had reduced circumstances in their career,

Encourage the youth and support them with

today everything is a bit easier.

opportunities.

Of course, to be a leader and lead the people
properly is difficult. It needs a lot of energy,
strength, patience, self-control and a sense
of humor. For women, who plan and want to
build a career in the maritime sector, be
ready for the stressed situations, and work
24/7. Be flexible, organized, and take
responsibility on your own.
We also have one more problem. The women
have to make a choice between a successful
career and to stay and realize herself as a real
woman. Do not forget to make a balance
between business and home. If you are ready
for that, I wish you and insist that you be
brave, get busier and improve yourself. From
my own experience when you are busy and
have a job, your life looks more colorful, you
become more interesting not only to you,
but also to those around you.

If you have ONE message for senior
management in the room, male or female,
what would that be?
Always reward your employees because a
leader alone, without a well-trained and
qualified team, can’t achieve anything in
today’s times .

YVONNE TSANOS ,
CHAIRWOMAN,
THE NAUTICAL
INSTITUTE, CYPRUS
BRANCH
If you have ONE message for the aspiring
women in the room, who are interested in a
leadership career in the maritime & logistics
sector, what would that be?
Let fear not deter you. They are part of your
learning process and success. Perhaps some
achieve their dreams at a young age, many
people endure severe setbacks along their
career journeys. The sting can make you
appreciate the value of your failure to aid in a
more resilient, determined and focused you.

If you have ONE message for senior
management in the room, male or female,
what would that be?
Ensure ethical and inclusive best business
practice and hire people from all walks of life.
Continue to encourage and empower diverse
individuals, even people better than you, and
celebrate those whose accomplishments

I am glad that I am employing women from
Maritime University Batumi and doing my

helped you along the way.
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As a female leader in the industry, what has

For the next 5 years, what are the most

been your greatest moment of leadership

urgent qualities needed for maritime

learning so far? How has this impacted you?

leadership?

Self-awareness, self-growth, self-care and

There is no one-size fits all in terms of

development are important and everyone

leadership qualities so, this should be good

can help you learn something. Using a

news to avoid having to change personality

simple expression, it takes a village to raise a

to become a powerful leader. Some qualities

child - It takes a team to find the right

I believe to be drivers in maritime leadership

answers, as leaders don’t always have them.

are communication, empathy, pro-

Having said that, two words I would say are

activeness, passion and attitude.

“power tools” in an emotionally intelligent
leader’s toolbox – Vulnerability and

Winston Churchill said: Attitude is a little

Sensitivity. Being vulnerable or sensitive I

thing that makes a big difference. We can

believe are not signs of weakness and should

train people with new practical skills but not

not be manipulated to eradicate risk,

everybody needs a degree or PhD if they

creativity or innovation but be embraced to

don’t have common sense, passion,

leverage into genuine connectivity and

willingness to work hard or the experience.

learning. I will also say, stay true to yourself
and don’t be afraid to stand for what you
believe, even if that means standing alone.

YOUNG MINDS
CORNER
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SHE IN MARITIME
Samadrita Mandal, Student, IMU Kolkata
“Equality”, quite a word!

Also, the reasons, rather I should say the
excuses given for not joining this field no

“Gender Equality”, a heavy term.

longer have enough weight to keep all the
future SHEFARERS away from the industry.

We hear everyone fighting for women’s

Get ready to dive into the depths of the

equality. Then who is it we are fighting

maritime industry.

against? A little research and we will see the
huge difference in men and women in the

For the ladies who have always wanted

various industries.

adventure in their lives, this is perfect. A
mariner’s career is like having day to day
adventures. You will be taking up challenges.
Also the fans of Captain Jack Sparrow, don’t
you wanna have your own Black Pearl? Okay
maybe not your own but atleast you can be
the Captain. It does not mean you end up
becoming a pirate though.
And for those who say women cannot stay
away from their home, cannot be onboard
with other male seafarers, it’s not safe; I
guess you are all acquainted with the term
astronaut. There are female astronauts also.
They not only leave their home, they

Focussing a bit on maritime industry, women

basically leave the planet and they do not

represent only two per cent of the seafarers.

return for years. So staying away from home

To get a better idea of the number, there are

for a few months is nothing compared to it.

about 1.2 million seafarers in the world. No

Let’s enjoy the wave of fresh air we get after

matter what reasons are keeping women

sailing away from the cities.

away from this field, it is very clear that a very
little has been done to encourage them. Also,
we have always discussed why women are
not joining this industry, clearly highlighting
the negative aspects that drive women away.
So for a change, I’ll be sharing a few reasons
why women should be more enthusiastic
about joining this field.

Though the industry is male dominated, we
cannot necessarily blame men for our lack of
interest in the field. No one stopped us from
joining the field. It is we who think that this
profession is not for us. Please do not let the
typical social norms set our boundaries.
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Recently, Companies have also started accepting female seafarers in larger numbers. So that is
a positive aspect for joining - more opportunities. They prefer female, leading to a greater
opportunity to showcase talents and proving we are worthy.
Lastly, it depends on you ladies - what you want to do with your one single life. Do you want to
do the 9-5 desk job and lead a safe life? Or do you want to add some adventurous colour to your
life and surf towards a different life?

Arathi Singh, 3rd Mate onboard the vessel "HAKATA PRINCESS", Synergy Group

THE EXCUSES GIVEN FOR NOT JOINING THIS FIELD NO LONGER
HAVE ENOUGH WEIGHT TO KEEP ALL THE FUTURE SHEFARERS
AWAY FROM THE INDUSTRY.
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A CAREER AT SEA
Rasha Zubeidat, Cadet, XT Group
My name is Rasha Zubeidat and I would like

Being at sea is so rewarding because you get

to say that I never imagined that one day I

to work with strangers who become your

would be taking up a career at sea.

family as you leave the world behind you
when you sign on. I am the first female Arab
Israeli in maritime who is sailing and I hope I
will be able to inspire more to take a career
at sea.
In addition to being a seafarer, my mission is
to spread the message that girls can do this
job as well as any man and maybe do an
even a better job. As a female in this
industry, I have encountered people who
question me about my choice of career but I
do not let these things deter me, for I know
that with time they will understand that this
is something I enjoy doing and will keep
doing while facing all the challenges in my

Presently I have 6 months of sea time left

path.

and I love every second of my job. I cannot
imagine doing any other job.

I HOPE I WILL BE ABLE TO INSPIRE MORE TO TAKE A CAREER AT SEA.
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METHANOL AS

AN ALTERNATIVE

MARINE FUEL
Cadet Debarati Bhatta, Indian Maritime University (Mumbai)
If a major topic being discussed these days in

being chosen as an alternative fuel. It is

the maritime industry is Marine pollution

easier and cheaper to transfer the

then Menthanol could be substitute fuel in

infrastructure of present vessels to methanol

SOX, NOX, CO2 emission.

run vessels than other fuel conversion.
Methanol has been recognized as a
significant marine fuel as per 99th session of
IMO 2020 regulation. Ignition enhancer is
required in methanol used engine.
ENGINE CONCEPT :System can use 3 types of engine :1. Dual-fuel methanol-diesel used in a
compression ignition engine (individually
injected per cylinder in the engine).
2. Methanol used in a lean-burn spark
ignition engine (100% single-fuel);

Methanol also known as Methyl Alcohol has a
chemical formula CH3OH as it is a bioproduct of destructive distillation of wood
and hence also known as Wood Alcohol. It is
light, evaporative, uncolored, incendiary
liquid with a distinctive smell. At the start of
2015, Sulphur content in marine fuel was

3. Methanol emulsification in diesel used in
a compression ignition engine(preblended “mono-fuel”).
ADVANTAGES: Production is economical as Methanol
can be produced at a lower cost
compared to other alternative fuel.

limited between 1.0% to 0.1% for vessels

Safety is enhanced as Methanol has a low

which were operating with SECA and which

threat to flammability as compared to

was beneficial for methanol as it contained

Gasoline because cetane no. of methanol

0.5 PPM Sulphur. It is green fuel as it is made

is 3.

from renewable hydrocarbon and

Reliability of energy is increased as it can

carbohydrates and can also be produced

be manufactured from several carbon-

from crude glycerin. The NOX emission is

based feedstock, e.g.: - natural gas,coal,

also limited to 45% of conventional fuel,

hence it helps in reduction usage of fuel.

hence it will gift the marine industry greener

Amount required to convert Methanol is

shipping. Methanol being safe, worthwhile

25% of LNG conversion.

and having humongous availability led to it
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Methanol is the only 2020 amenable fuel
which is competent to achieve NOX Tier 3
compliance on using water in fuel
technology.
In the near future, bio-methanol will be
having zero CO2 footprint, proficient for
upcoming IMO CO2 regulation.
Methanol is recyclable.
Present infrastructure of bunkering
requires very minor changes to cope up
with CH3OH.
It can achieve high level of performance
in diesel engine.
DISADVANTAGE:Excessive toxicity led to health and safety
concerns of crew members.
It is corrosive, low viscous in nature and
has low thermal content.
More developed ventilation system to be
installed with double piping system in
order to avoid leakage which is slightly
costlier.
Limited established logistics for fuel to be
supplied to vessel.
Having same energy density, but space

Conclusion:

required to store will be approximately

Methanol is an achievable substitute fuel for

double of traditional fuel.

various maritime market sectors. It can be

Low flashpoint is a major disadvantage as

used as future marine fuel by investing in

it led methanol to vaporize and mix with

technologies which help in the development

air forming flammable mixture at low

of using low emission fuel. This is helpful in

temperature.

the continuation of global trade without
affecting environment by reducing harmful
emission, provided electricity used in process
is clean.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF DRONES IN
THE MARITIME INDUSTRY
Cadet Moubani Sarkar, BTech Marine Engineering,
Indian Maritime University, Kolkata Campus
Ripples of radical changes have been

life of toil during tedious inspection

churning the vast ocean of the maritime

procedures. Drones, made algorithmic to 3D

industry ever since Industry 4.0 surfaced. The

map inaccessible areas, can sneak through

advent of drones is one such revolutionising

easily and hunt for defects such as cracks,

element in today’s era of digitalisation.

coating breakdown, structural corrosion etc.

Sanctioned by governments of various
countries for solely military purposes initially,

Through several surveys conducted, drones

drones are now seen crossing the threshold

have already born fruit in lessening

gradually and executing several ‘shipping

inspection time, effort, costs by 90%. The

duties’ in the commercial maritime industry

reliable payload and survey data captured are

as efficient and environment friendly

transmitted to surveyors in a matter of few

alternatives.

hours rather than the conventional 2-3 days,
contribute in investing more quality time in
repair works than in inspection. Offshore
assets resourcing electricity, oil, gas etc., flare
tips and cargo pipelines can also be
inspected with ease by drones. Mention may
be made of the collision-tolerant drone Elios
2 by Flyability, the Polar projects by
Conocophilips etc.
Diving deep down, underwater ROVs are also
in prevalence for hull inspection, marine
research purposes, depth inspection of ships
at lock gates (eg. Telemetron inspecting
depth of ships passing through Noordersluis

In several confined spaces of ships such as

Lock) etc. Heavy biofouling at the hull of

cargo holds, water tanks, engine crankcases,

ships can fuel up fuel expenses, also with

besides being exposed to toxic fumes or

innumerable ecological debates over the use

inadequate oxygen due to lack of ventilation,

of anti-biofouling paint, regular inspection of

risks of high-fall from the scaffolding built to

hull is of utmost importance so that

inspect 20-30m high cargo or risks of

authorities can ensure in-water cleaning in

drowning due to rafting in seawater filled

dry dock.

tanks are highly prevalent in a sea-worker’s
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The Deep Trekker underwater drone such as the DTG2 ROV, the DT640 Utility Mag Crawler, etc.
are some of the robot divers replacing high risks and budget prices involved in hiring divers for
deep water inspection of hulls for paint leaks or corrosions efficiently.
In the era of ‘follow the drone to safety’, a series of paradigm shifts is taking place in tightening
maritime and navigational security. Replacing costly LIDARS by bathymetric sensors instilled
into drones to alert one about shore depths and elevations, helicopters involving high capital
assets taken over by drones for SAR missions, autonomous deliveries, cloaking multiple blind
spots in the additional power of a country i.e ports with impeccable surveillance via (un)piloted
drones for intercepting attacks, firefighting drones, etc., are some notable milestones.
Still in the survey stage, drone technology is yet to sail more in developing flight time,
sustainable batteries, coping with harsh weather and widening arena of implementations.
Although aiming to tighten maritime security efficiently, it is still vulnerable to cyber-attacks
which is as normal as ships being vulnerable to pirates. Thus, easing a seafarer’s life of toil by
4Ds of robotization – dull, dirty, dangerous and dear tasks, autonomising the industry to an
extent, the drone squad is all set to turn the tides to sustainable shipping.
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THE CONTAINER CONUNDRUM
Cadet Ishika Sinha, B.Tech Marine Engineering, Indian Maritime
University, Kolkata Campus erstwhile DMET-MERI
The human species is going through an

delays fuelled the shortage. Due to this the

immense wave of destruction. This pandemic

demand of various nations remained

has left nothing untouched. Logistics serves

unfulfilled. The containers remained either at

as the very spine of global trade and

these few ports due to lack of cargo

commerce. In the absence of proper

handling operators or stuck at sea. The

maintenance the whole industry is shaken.

demand surpassed the supply rates. The big

The maritime sector is experiencing pressing

shipping container makers are still working

concerns and long-term considerations,

tirelessly to meet this surge in the demand

ranging from a shift in supply chain design

of containers which carry around ninety

and globalization patterns to alterations in

percent of the goods across the seven seas.

consumption for playing a certain role in
alleviating the concerns. The shutdowns and

China assumes the crown of being the

lockdown pushed almost 25 million shipping

largest manufacturer of containers globally.

containers down the slope which led to a

This country did not enter 2020 in its best

high increment in the freight rates.

position as there was a drop in its sales in
2019 and there was a pile up of metal boxes
at the Chinese ports. There was a drop in the
orders to Chinese container manufacturers
with nearly no fresh orders in the first five
months of the year 2020.
A twist in the whole situation was felt when
the demands of the consumers soared
around mid year. The orders were flooding
and the production soared from 300,000 teu
in September to 440,000 teu in January. The
used metal boxes are not being sent back to
China to be re-exported which worsens the
situation. Lack of export by American and
European countries has resulted in shortage

The lockdown restrictions made global trade
suffer a lot as there was a shortage of
workers at ports and other places. There was
no means of transportation and the
containers remained perched at shipyards
and ports, causing a pile-up. Transportation

at Asian ports This high demand has also
resulted in the increase in cargo rates which
hampers the overall condition of the
international market.
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The shipping sector is trying to make up for these high demands and several methods are being
devised to meet this surge. India has taken a step to allay China’s monopoly. The government is
aiming to develop Gujarat’s Bhavnagar as a container manufacturing hub. It is eyeing an
investment of Rs. 1,000 crore from private players. Several nations have given their seafarers and
port personnel the honour of Keyworker which will amplify the port activities.
A lot still needs to be done but every small step adds up for the bigger goal. This pandemic has
shown us the dark reality and we need to work accordingly to deal with it. We are humans, we
trust our instincts and we will surely come out of it stronger. Shipping will revive soon.

A woman's place
is at sea.
@MaritimeSheEO

Strategic
Partnership

